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Abstract State-of-the-art theory solvers generally rely on an instantiation of the ax-

ioms of the theory, and depending on the solvers, this instantiation is more or less

explicit. This paper introduces a generic instantiation scheme for solving SMT prob-

lems, along with syntactic criteria to identify the classes of clauses for which it is

complete. The instantiation scheme itself is simple to implement, and we have pro-

duced an implementation of the syntactic criteria that guarantee a given set of clauses

can be safely instantiated. We used our implementation to test the completeness of our

scheme for several theories of interest in the SMT community, some of which are listed

in the last section of this paper.

1 Introduction

Most formal verification tools rely on procedures that decide the validity or, dually, the

satisfiability of logical formulas. In general, the considered formula (or set of clauses)

is ground and its validity needs only be tested modulo a background theory T . In

formal software verification for example, the background theory can define one or a

combination of data structures such as arrays or lists. These problems are known as T -

decision problems or more commonly, SMT problems, and the tools capable of solving

these problems are known as T -decision procedures, or SMT solvers (SMT stands for

Satisfiability Modulo Theories).

A lot of research has been devoted to the design of SMT solvers that are both

efficient and scalable. Generally, state-of-the-art SMT solvers rely on algorithms based

on the DPLL procedure [14,13] to deal with the boolean part of the SMT problems.

These solvers deal with the theory reasoning by applying methods ranging from the

eager approach, which consists in applying sophisticated techniques to reduce the entire

SMT problem to an equisatisfiable SAT problem, to the lazy approach, which consists

in searching for a conjunction of literals satisfying the boolean part of the formula,
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and testing whether this conjunction of literals is satisfiable modulo the background

theory. A survey on SMT solvers and the different approaches can be found in [6].

Quantifier reasoning is meant to tackle the issue of solving SMT problems with

formulas involving quantifiers. Most approaches rely on the original work of [17] on

the Simplify prover, in which heuristics for quantifier instantiation are devised. State-

of-the-art techniques include [22,16,30]. Of course, these heuristics are not complete

in general, and the class for which completeness is ensured is not precisely character-

ized. Complete quantifier elimination can be efficiently performed for some particular

theories, such as linear arithmetic (see for instance [18]) or a subclass of the theory of

arrays [12].

The rewrite-based approach to solving SMT problems, initiated by [3], consists

in employing a theorem prover for first-order logic with equality to solve the SMT

problems. This approach is appealing, since by feeding any finitely axiomatized theory

along with a set of ground clauses, one obtains a system that is refutationally complete.

If the theorem prover is guaranteed to terminate on the input set, then it acts as a

decision procedure for the background theory. Thus, much research on this subject is

devoted to determining results on termination for the theorem prover [2,10,29,8]. The

main issue with the rewrite-based approach is that theorem provers are not designed to

handle the boolean part of a formula as efficiently as possible. Therefore, they do not

perform well on SMT problems with a large boolean part. A solution to this problem

consists in integrating the theorem prover with a DPLL-based tool, and although this

raises new issues, such an integration was accomplished in, e.g., [32,33,15].

Another solution to this problem was investigated in [9], which consists in decom-

posing the SMT problem into a definitional part, made up of a conjunction of ground

literals, and an operational part, containing the boolean structure of the problem. Dur-

ing the first stage, the theorem prover is fed the definitional part of the SMT problem

along with the background theory, and the saturation process compiles the theory

away. During the second stage, the saturated set generated by the theorem prover is

fed to a DPLL-based tool, along with the operational part of the SMT problem. This

approach allows to exploit the full power of the theorem prover and the DPLL-based

tool, without requiring a tight integration between them. However, in the theory of

arrays for example, the set of clauses obtained after compiling the theory away is not

ground, and requires an additional instantiation before being fed to the DPLL-based

tool.

The goal of this paper is to investigate how the instantiation phases of the saturation

process can be singled out in order to devise a generic instantiation scheme for solving

SMT problems. Solving an SMT problem modulo a background theory for which the

instantiation scheme is complete would thus reduce to testing the satisfiability of a

ground formula in first-order logic with equality, with no mention to any background

theory. This scheme is meant to be as efficient as possible, i.e., instantiate the non-

ground clauses under consideration as little as possible.

This approach is close to that of [12] for the theory of arrays. However, contrary to

that of [12] which is model-theoretic, this one is proof-theoretic, and is not restricted

to just one theory or its extensions. The efficiency requirement comes at the expense

of completeness, and contrary to the schemes of [21,31,24], it is not always guaranteed

that the original set of clauses and the instantiated one are equisatisfiable. However,

the class of theories for which the scheme is complete is large enough to capture several

theories of interest in the SMT community.
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This paper presents the instantiation scheme that was devised, along with two sets

of syntactic criteria on clauses, that guarantee the instantiated set of clauses and the

original one are equisatisfiable. The first set of criteria is simpler to implement, and

the other is more general. The imposed conditions have a common characteristic: they

are based on syntactic properties of the arguments of function symbols. Depending on

their positions, the former may be required to be ground, or to have a limited depth.

These conditions come up quite naturally in our proof-theoretic setting, and are general

enough for many theories of data structures from SMT problems to comply by them.

These criteria have been implemented1, and have allowed us to verify automatically

that the instantiation scheme can be applied to several theories such as arrays, records

or lists.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

– Section 2 reviews some usual definitions and basic results on equational clausal logic

and superposition-based theorem proving. Most definitions are standard although

we introduce some additional notations that are useful in our context. We also

introduce two classes of terms that play a central rôle in the paper: the classes of

I0-flat and Inv-closed terms, and several properties of these classes are proven.

– In Section 3 a new instantiation scheme is devised which reduces a set of first-

order clauses S to a set of ground instances Ŝλ. Ŝλ is always finite, which implies

that, in contrast to other approaches (e.g. [28,31,21]), our instantiation scheme

is not complete (S and Ŝλ are not always equisatisfiable). Some simple semantic

conditions are proposed in order to ensure completeness. These conditions are proof-

theoretic: the instantiation scheme is complete if S admits a particular kind of

refutation, called a simple refutation. Clause sets admitting simple refutations are

called simply provable clause sets.

– In Section 4 we introduce the syntactic class of so-called controlled clause sets, and

we prove that they are always simply provable, which implies that the satisfiability

problem is decidable for controlled sets.

– Controlled clause sets are not expressive enough to include usual theories of interest

such as the theory of arrays. Section 5 shows that the conditions of Section 4 can

be relaxed to handle a larger class of theories. The basic idea is that we only

need to ensure that the relevant consequences of the considered clause set will be

controlled, even if the parent clauses are not controlled. The clause sets satisfying

these conditions are called controllable clause sets.

– Section 6 contains examples of controllable theories (including all the theories that

can be handled by the superposition-based approach), additional algorithms and

practical remarks.

– Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

Due to the length of the paper, some of the proofs (in particular the most technical

ones) have been shifted to the appendix in order to improve readability. Also, our

results extend in a straightforward manner to a many-sorted framework, but we have

chosen to present them in a single-sorted framework for the sake of clarity.

1 http://membres-lig.imag.fr/peltier/fish.html
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Basic definitions

In this section we briefly review some usual definitions and notations in Logic and

Automated Theorem Proving. The results are standard and their proofs are omitted;

we refer the reader to, e.g., [5,4] for details.

We assume given a set of variables V, a set of function symbols Σ (containing at

least a constant symbol) and an arity function mapping each element of Σ to a natural

number. Σn denotes the set of symbols of arity n in Σ. Throughout this paper, a, b, c

always denote constant symbols, f, g, h denote function symbols and x, y, z denote

variables (possibly with indices). The symbol true denotes a special constant symbol

used to encode predicate symbols.

The sets of terms, atoms, literals and clauses are defined in the standard way on

Σ and V, using the equality symbol ≃. The notions of interpretations, models and

satisfiability are defined as usual. Two sets of clauses S, S′ are equisatisfiable if either

S, S′ are both unsatisfiable or S, S′ are both satisfiable.

A substitution is a function mapping every variable to a term. The set of variables

x such that xσ 6= x is called the domain of σ and denoted by dom(σ). A substitution

σ of domain x1, . . . , xn such that xiσ = ti for i = 1, . . . , n is usually denoted by

{xi 7→ ti | i ∈ [1..n]}. As usual, a substitution can be extended into a homomorphism

on terms, atoms, literals and clauses. The image of an expression e by a substitution σ

will be denoted by eσ. If E is a set of expressions, then Eσ denotes the set {eσ | e ∈ E}.
The composition of two substitutions σ and θ is denoted by σθ. A substitution σ is

more general than θ if there exists a substitution η such that θ = ση. The substitution

σ is a renaming if it is injective and ∀x ∈ dom(σ), xσ ∈ V; and it is a unifier of two

terms t, s if tσ = sσ. Any unifiable pair of terms (t, s) has a most general unifier, unique

up to a renaming, and denoted by mgu(t, s). A term or clause containing no variable is

ground. A substitution σ is ground if xσ is ground, for every variable x in its domain.

A position is a finite sequence of natural numbers. ǫ denotes the empty se-

quence and p.q denotes the concatenation of p and q. p is a position in t if either

p = ǫ or p = i.q, t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and q is a position in ti. t|p and t[s]p re-

spectively denote the subterm at position p in t and the term obtained by replac-

ing the term at position p by s: t|ǫ
def

= t, f(t1, . . . , tn)|i.q
def

= ti|q , t[s]ǫ
def

= s and

f(t1, . . . , tn)[s]i.q
def

= f(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti[s]q , ti+1, . . . , tn). These notions extend straight-

forwardly to atoms, literals or clauses.

Flatness

A term is flat if it is a variable or a constant symbol. The set of flat terms is denoted

by T0: T0
def

= V ∪Σ0. A non-flat term is complex. A clause C is flat2 if for every literal

t ≃ s or t 6≃ s occurring in C, t, s ∈ T0. A substitution σ is flat if ∀x ∈ V, xσ ∈ T0. A

clause C is a flat instance of D if there exists a flat substitution σ such that C = Dσ;

note that C is not necessarily flat. Flat substitutions are stable by composition:

Proposition 1 Let σ and µ be flat substitutions. Then σµ is also flat.

Any set of ground clauses can be flattened, by introducing fresh constants that serve

as names for complex terms. This operation produces a set of ground clauses such that

the only non-flat clauses are of the form f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b, for constants a1, . . . , an, b.

2 Note that we depart from the definition of, e.g., [3], where a flat literal can be of the form
f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b for some flat terms a1, . . . , an, b ∈ T0.
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For example, S = {f(a) 6≃ f(c)∨a ≃ c, f(b) 6≃ f(c)∨b ≃ c} is flattened by introducing

the fresh constants a′, b′ and c′, and replacing S by

{f(a) ≃ a′, f(b) ≃ b′, f(c) ≃ c′, a′ 6≃ c′ ∨ a ≃ c, b′ 6≃ c′ ∨ b ≃ c}.

The original set of ground clauses and the flattened one are equisatisfiable.

2.2 Superposition

We review some basic notions about superposition-based theorem proving, following

the formalism of [5].

Selection and Inference

Let < denote a reduction ordering which is substitution-monotonic (i.e. for every σ,

(t < s) ⇒ (tσ < sσ)). We assume that if a is a constant and t is a complex term,

then a < t. This property on orderings is termed as the goodness property in [2]. The

ordering < is extended to atoms, literals and clauses using the multiset extension. A

literal L is maximal in a clause C if for every L′ ∈ C, L 6< L′.

We consider a selection function sel which maps every clause C to a set of selected

literals in C. A term t is eligible in a clause C if t is not a variable and there exist two

terms u, v such that u 6< v, t occurs in u and sel(C) contains either u ≃ v or u 6≃ v.

Definition 1 A clause C is variable-eligible if sel(C) contains a literal of the form

x ≃ t or x 6≃ t, where x ∈ V and x 6< t.

For example, assume that sel(C) is the set of maximal literals in clause C. Then

(x ≃ y) ∨ (f(z) ≃ a) and (x ≃ a) ∨ (y ≃ b) are variable-eligible whereas the clause

(f(x) ≃ x) ∨ (y 6≃ z) ∨ (g(y, z) ≃ a) is not.

This notion is strongly related to the one of variable-inactive clauses that is defined

in [2]. The properties of the reduction ordering we consider imply that:

Proposition 2 Every flat clause is either ground or variable-eligible.

Redundancy

A tautology is a clause containing two complementary literals, or a literal of the form

t ≃ t. A clause C is subsumed by a clause D if there exists a substitution σ such that

Dσ ⊆ C. A ground clause C is redundant in S if there exists a set of clauses S′ such

that S′ |= C, and for every D ∈ S′, D is an instance of a clause in S such that D < C.

A non ground clause C is redundant if all its instances are redundant. In particular,

every (strictly) subsumed clause and every tautological clause is redundant.

In practice, one has to use a decidable approximation of this notion of redundancy.

We will assume that a clause C is redundant if it can be rewritten (using equational

axioms) to either a tautology or to a subsumed clause (all the clauses satisfying this

property are redundant in the previous sense).

The following stability result holds for redundant clauses:

Proposition 3 If a clause C is redundant w.r.t. a set of clauses S ∪ {D} and if D is

redundant w.r.t. S, then C is redundant w.r.t. S.
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Superposition calculus:

Superposition C ∨ t ≃ s,D ∨ u ≃ v → (C ∨D ∨ t[v]p ≃ s)σ
if σ = mgu(u, t|p), uσ 6< vσ, tσ 6< sσ, t|p is not a variable,
(t ≃ s)σ ∈ sel([C ∨ t ≃ s]σ), (u ≃ v)σ ∈ sel([D ∨ u ≃ v]σ).

Paramodulation C ∨ t 6≃ s,D ∨ u ≃ v → (C ∨D ∨ t[v]p 6≃ s)σ
if σ = mgu(u, t|p), uσ 6< vσ, tσ 6< sσ, t|p is not a variable,
(t 6≃ s)σ ∈ sel([C ∨ t 6≃ s]σ), (u ≃ v)σ ∈ sel([D ∨ u ≃ v]σ).

Reflection C ∨ t 6≃ s → Cσ
if σ = mgu(t, s), (t 6≃ s)σ ∈ sel([C ∨ t 6≃ s]σ).

Eq. Factorisation C ∨ t ≃ s ∨ u ≃ v → (C ∨ s 6≃ v ∨ t ≃ s)σ
if σ = mgu(t, u), tσ 6< sσ, uσ 6< vσ, (t ≃ s)σ ∈ sel([C ∨ t ≃ s ∨ u ≃ v]σ).

Fig. 1 The superposition calculus

Derivation Relations and Saturated Sets

We consider the calculus (parameterized by < and sel) of Figure 1. If S is a set of

clauses, we write S →σ
sel,< C when C can be deduced from S in one step by applying

one of the rules of Figure 1, using the m.g.u. σ. We denote by Ssel
< (S) the set of clauses

C such that S′ →σ
sel,< C where all the clauses in S′ are pairwise variable-disjoint

renamings of clauses in S.

For technical convenience, we adopt the convention in the definition of S →σ
sel,< C that

S contains only the premises of the rule and that the clauses in S are not renamed

(they are treated as rigid variables). This implies that, for instance, we may construct

the derivation {f(x) ≃ g(y), f(x) ≃ h(y)} →id
sel,< (h(y) ≃ g(y)) but not {f(x) ≃

g(y), f(x) ≃ h(y)} →id
sel,< (h(y) ≃ g(y′)), because the two occurrences of y are not

renamed. Similarly, {f(x) ≃ a, f(g(x)) ≃ b} 6→σ
sel,< (a ≃ b), for any substitution σ

because x and g(x) cannot be unified. This does not destroy refutational completeness

because the clauses are always renamed before applying →σ
sel,<. In some sense, this

version of the superposition calculus separates the renaming step from the application

of the inference rules.

A derivation of a clause Cn from a set of clauses S (w.r.t. an ordering < and a

selection function sel) is a sequence of clauses C1, . . . , Cn such that for every i ∈ [1..n],

Ci ∈ S ∪Ssel
< ({C1, . . . , Ci−1}). A refutation is a derivation C1, . . . , Cn such that Cn =

�.

A set of clauses S is saturated if every clause C ∈ Ssel
< (S) is redundant in S. If S

is saturated and if for every clause C ∈ S, sel(C) either contains a negative literal, or

contains all the literals L ∈ C such that there exists a ground substitution σ such that

Lσ is maximal in Cσ, then S is satisfiable if � 6∈ S (see [5] for details).

The relation ≡S
C

This relation relates some pairs of terms (or atoms, clauses, . . .) (t, s) that have the

same value in every interpretation in which S holds but not C. This is the case for

instance when S contains a clause of the form (t ≃ s)∨C. It is first defined on constant

symbols, and then extended to other expressions by substitutivity.
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Definition 2 Let S denote a set of clauses and C be a flat, ground clause. We denote

by ≡S
C the smallest reflexive relation on constant symbols such that a ≡S

C b if there

exists a clause (a ≃ b) ∨D ∈ S where D ⊆ C.

This relation is extended to every expression (term, atoms or clause) as follows:

f(t1, . . . , tn) ≡S
C g(s1, . . . , sm) iff f = g, n = m and for every i ∈ [1..n], ti ≡S

C si (f

and g denote either function symbols or logical symbols).

Example 1 Let S = {a ≃ b ∨ c 6≃ d, a ≃ c ∨ e ≃ d} and C = c 6≃ d ∨ e ≃ d. We have

a ≡S
C b, a ≡S

C c and f(a, a) ≡S
C f(b, c). Notice that we do not have b ≡S

C c (the relation

≡S
C is reflexive and symmetric, but not transitive in general).

If t ≡S
C s, then t and s are identical up to a renaming of constant symbols, but the

converse does not hold: the authorized renamings of constant symbols is restricted by

S and C.

2.3 I0-flat and Inv-closed Terms

In this section we characterize two syntactic classes of terms and we prove some useful

properties of these classes. The classes are defined by imposing that some of the argu-

ments of function symbols are not variables, and that others are flat. Informally, I0(f)

denotes the set of indices of the arguments of f that must be flat and Inv(f) denotes

the set of indices that must not be variables.

2.4 Definition

Definition 3 We associate to every function symbol f of arity n two sets of indices

I0(f) and Inv(f) in [1..n] such that I0(f) ∪ Inv(f) = [1..n]. A term t is:

– I0-flat if it is not a variable, and for every subterm f(t1, . . . , tn) of t and for every

i ∈ I0(f), ti ∈ T0.

– Inv-closed if it is not a variable, and for every subterm f(t1, . . . , tn) of t and for

every i ∈ Inv(f), ti 6∈ V.

A set of clauses S is I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed) if all non-variable terms occurring in S

are I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed).

Example 2 Let f be a function symbol of arity 3. Assume that I0(f) = {1, 2} and that

Inv(f) = {2, 3}. Then:

– f(x, a, b) and f(a, b, f(a, b, c)) are Inv-closed and I0-flat,

– f(x, x, a) is I0-flat but not Inv-closed because of index 2,

– f(f(a, b, c), a, b) is Inv-closed but not I0-flat because of index 1,

– f(f(a, a, b), x, b) is neither I0-flat nor Inv-closed because of indices 1 and 2.

Remark 1 Since I0(f)∪Inv(f) = [1..n] where n is the arity of f , there is a close relation

and balance between I0-flat and Inv-closed terms. For example, we can easily ensure

that every non-variable term is I0-flat by taking I0(f) = ∅. But in this case we must

have Inv(f) = [1..n] thus no such term is Inv-closed, except if it is ground. Similarly,

if Inv(f) = ∅ then every non-variable term is Inv-closed, but the only terms that are

I0-flat are those of depth 0 or 1. The actual trade-off between I0(f) and Inv(f) is to

be fixed according to the axioms that are handled.

As we shall see in the next sections, the terms that we consider in the paper are

always I0-flat. The terms considered in Section 4 are also Inv-closed, but this is not the

case in Sections 3 and 5 in which we use a refined condition which is less restrictive.
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We prove that I0-flatness and Inv-closedness are preserved by flat substitutions and

by replacements.

Lemma 1 Let σ be a flat substitution. If t is a I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed) term then tσ

is I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed).

Proof Since σ is flat, any complex subterm in tσ is of the form f(t1, . . . , tn)σ, where

f(t1, . . . , tn) occurs in t. Moreover, we have obviously ti ∈ T0 ⇒ tiσ ∈ T0 (since σ is

flat) and ti 6∈ V ⇒ tiσ 6∈ V. Thus the conditions of Definition 3 are preserved by flat

substitutions.

Lemma 2 Let t, s be two non-variable terms and let p be a non-variable position in t

such that t|p ∈ Σ0 ⇒ s ∈ Σ0. If t, s are I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed) then t[s]p is I0-flat

(resp. Inv-closed).

Proof We prove the result by induction on the length of p. If p = ε, then the result is

obvious, since t[s]p = s. Otherwise, p = i.q, which means that t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and

t[s]p = f(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti[s]q , ti+1, . . . , tn). By definition of p, ti cannot be a variable,

thus since t is I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed), so is ti; furthermore, t|p ∈ Σ0 ⇒ ti|q ∈ Σ0. We

can therefore apply the induction hypothesis: ti[s]q is I0-flat (resp. Inv-closed), and so

is t[s]p.

The next lemma states that the m.g.u. of two I0-flat and Inv-closed terms is neces-

sarily flat.

Lemma 3 Let s and t be two I0-flat and Inv-closed terms that are unifiable, and let σ

denote an m.g.u. of s and t. Then σ is flat.

Proof By definition, neither s nor t can be a variable, and if they are both constants

then the result is obvious. Now assume that s = f(s1, . . . , sn), and t = f(t1, . . . , tn),

we prove the result by induction on the size of s.

Let θ0 = ∅, and for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let µi be an m.g.u. of {siθi−1 =? tiθi−1} and

θi = θi−1µi. Obviously, θn is an m.g.u. of {s =? t}. We prove that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
µi is flat. Since θ0 is trivially flat, a simple induction using Proposition 1 allows to prove

that every θi is also flat. Suppose θi−1 is flat. Then by Lemma 1 sθi−1 and tθi−1 are

both I0-flat and Inv-closed, and there are two cases to consider.

– If siθi−1 is of the form g(u1, . . . , um), where m ≥ 1, then i cannot be in I0(f) since

sθi−1 is I0-flat. Thus i ∈ Inv(f), since I0(f) ∪ Inv(f) = [1..n] (see Definition 3).

Since tθi−1 is Inv-closed, this implies that tiθi−1 is not a variable, thus it is also of

the form g(v1, . . . , vm). Since the size of siθi−1 is strictly smaller than that of s,

by the induction hypothesis, µi is I0-flat.

– If siθi−1 is a variable, then i ∈ I0(f), since sθi−1 is Inv-closed. Since tθi−1 is I0-flat

tiθi−1 is either a variable or a constant. Thus, µi = {siθi−1 7→ tiθi−1} is flat. The

case where tiθi−1 is a variable is similar. Finally, if tiθi−1 and siθi−1 are both

constant symbols then µi = id and θi = θi−1.

3 An instantiation-based proof procedure

A close inspection of the instantiation phases of the superposition calculus in the

rewrite-based approach to SMT problems revealed that for the considered background

theories, it is sufficient to instantiate the axioms of the theory using only the ground
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terms appearing in the original problem. The main idea we exploit in our instantiation

scheme is the fact that the flattening operation permits to view constants as names for

complex terms. This is why we focus on instantiations based only on constants.

Let S be a set of clauses whose satisfiability we wish to test by considering a finite

set of its ground instances. A first, intuitive way to instantiate the non-ground clauses

in S consists in replacing all variables by the constants appearing in S in every possible

way. A formal definition of the resulting set follows.

Definition 4 Given a set of clauses S, we let Sc denote the set

Sc = {Cθ | C ∈ S, ∀x, xθ is a constant in S}.

If Sc is unsatisfiable, then so is S; yet, it is clear that in general, Sc may be

satisfiable although S is not. However, it is possible to determine a sufficient condition

of the equisatisfiability of Sc and S, based on the inferences that derive the empty

clause starting from S.

Definition 5 Given a set of clauses S, we denote by SFsel
< (S) the set of clauses

C ∈ Ssel
< (S) such that the mgu of the inference that generated C is flat.

A derivation C1, . . . , Cn is flat iff for every i ∈ [1..n], Ci ∈ S ∪
SFsel

< ({C1, . . . , Ci−1}).

The instantiation of the clauses with all the constants occurring in the original set

of clauses is complete if the latter admits a flat refutation:

Theorem 1 If S admits a flat refutation, then Sc is unsatisfiable.

Proof Let C1, . . . , Cn denote a flat refutation of S. Let S′
1, . . . , S

′
n denote the sequence

such that:

– S′
1 = Sc;

– for all i = 2..n, S′
i = S′

i−1 ∪ Ssel
< (S′

i−1).

We prove by induction on k that for any flat ground substitution θ the clause Ckθ is

in S′
k. Thus, since Cn = � ∈ Sn, then � ∈ S′

n, which proves that Sc is unsatisfiable.

If k = 1 then the result is obvious: C1 is a clause in S, hence, by construction,

Cθ is a clause in Sc. Now assume the result is true for some k ≥ 1, consider a flat

ground substitution θ. We assume that Ck+1 is obtained by a paramodulation from

D1 = u ≃ v ∨ E1 into D2 = l[u′] ≃ r ∨ E2 occurring in C1, . . . , Ck; the proof in all

the other cases is similar. Here, Ck+1 = (l[v] ≃ r ∨E1 ∨E2)σ, and by hypothesis, σ is

flat. Let µ = σθ, then µ is also a flat ground substitution; therefore, by the induction

hypothesis, both D1µ and D2µ are in S′
k (since the sequence (S′

k) is monotonic). Since

the paramodulation of D1µ into D2µ generates Ck+1µ, the latter is in S′
k+1, which

concludes the proof.

The main inconvenience is that Sc can be a very large set. We thus define an

instantiation scheme which generates a set of ground clauses potentially much smaller

than Sc, while still restricting ourselves to instantiations based on constants.
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3.1 Definition of the instantiation scheme

The basic idea of our instantiation scheme is close to the one of existing instantiation-

based methods (see for instance [28,21]): namely, to use unification in order to generate

relevant instances. For example, from the clauses f(x) ≃ a, f(b) 6≃ a, we shall generate,

by unifying the terms f(x) and f(b), the instance f(b) ≃ a of the first clause, yielding

the unsatisfiable ground set {f(b) ≃ a, f(b) 6≃ a}. More generally, if C is a clause

containing a (non variable) term t and if s is a term occurring in the clause set, we

shall derive the instance Cσ such that σ is a unifier of t and s. This naive instantiation

procedure has two drawbacks: first it is not complete in the sense that the obtained

set of instances may be satisfiable even if the initial clause set is unsatisfiable and has

a flat refutation (e.g. f(x, a) ≃ a, f(c, b) 6≃ a, a ≃ b}). Second, it does not terminate

in general, as exhibited by the set {¬p(x) ∨ p(f(x))} from which the infinite set of

instances {¬p(f i(x)) ∨ p(f i+1(x))} can be generated. Thus we need to refine it. This

is done as follows.

First we restrict ourselves to flat unifiers, which guarantees that the instantiation

scheme always terminates. This is possible since the clause sets we consider will always

admit flat refutations. Second, we use a relaxed (pseudo-)unification algorithm which

only compares the head symbol of the terms. More precisely, two (proper) subterms

of t, s are always taken to be identical, except if one of them is a variable x and the

other is a constant symbol c, in which case we add the binding x 7→ c into the resulting

substitution σ. If two such bindings occur, namely x 7→ a, x 7→ b, where a 6= b, then

the unification algorithm still succeeds (a and b are taken to be identical), and by

convention, the smallest constant symbol among a, b according to the ordering < is

chosen as the value of x. Bindings of the form x 7→ f(t1, . . . , tn) where n > 0 are

simply ignored: the unification succeeds and an empty pseudo-unifier is returned.

The underlying idea is that we do not want to compute only the unifiers of t and

s, but rather all the flat unifiers of the terms t′, s′ that can (at least potentially) be

obtained from t and s after some superposition steps below the root. For instance the

clauses f(a, x) ≃ a and f(c, b) ≃ c would yield the instance f(a, b) ≃ a, although the

terms f(a, x) and f(c, b) are not unifiable, because they may become so later in the

derivation, e.g. if a is replaced by c by superposition. Similarly the clauses f(x, x) ≃ a

and f(b, c) ≃ c should yield the instance f(b, b) ≃ a (or f(c, c) ≃ a but not both).

On the other hand f(x) and g(y) are still not unifiable, but f(f(x)) and f(g(y)) are,

with an empty unifier, since they can be reduced to the same term by superposition

below the root, e.g. using f(a) ≃ a, g(b) ≃ a. Similarly f(x, g(x)) and f(g(y), y) have

an empty pseudo-unifier.

The reason for this rather unusual decision is that we cannot use the superposition

calculus to compute an “exact” set of substitutions (as is done in [21]). Indeed, we wish

to devise an always-terminating instantiation procedure and the superposition calculus

does not terminate in general on the classes we consider. We need to reason only on the

set of terms that already occur in the original clause set, using an over-approximation

of the set of flat unifiers, which as we shall see is sufficient in our context.

The fact that clauses are only instantiated with flat substitutions is not such a

limitation since in practice, fresh constants that serve as names for ground terms can

be introduced during the flattening operation. Thus, in a sense, the only limitation of

this scheme is that instantiations only involve ground terms occurring in the original

set of clauses.
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Definition 6 Let t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and s = f(s1, . . . , sn) be two terms. We denote by

∼(t,s) the smallest equivalence relation on T0 for which ti ∼(t,s) si, for all i ∈ [1..n]

such that ti, si ∈ T0.

The pseudo-unifier of two terms t, s with the same head symbols is the substitution

σ defined as follows: dom(σ)
def

= {x ∈ V | ∃c ∈ Σ0, x ∼(t,s) c}, and for all x ∈ dom(σ),

xσ
def

= min
<

{c | c ∈ Σ0, x ∼(t,s) c}.

The agreement condition of two terms f(t1, . . . , tn) and f(s1, . . . , sn) is the dis-

junction of the disequations c 6≃ d, where c and d are distinct constants such that

c ∼(t,s) d.

Example 3 Consider the terms t = f(g(x), a, x, b, x, z, z′) and s = f(h(y), y, c, d, b, z′, z)

and the ordering a ≺ b ≺ c ≺ d ≺ x ≺ y ≺ z′ ≺ z. Then there are three equivalence

classes: a ∼(t,s) y, x ∼(t,s) b ∼(t,s) c ∼(t,s) d, and z ∼(t,s) z
′. Thus, the pseudo-unifier

of t and s is {x 7→ b, y 7→ a}. The agreement condition of t and s is b 6≃ c∨b 6≃ d∨c 6≃ d.

Intuitively, if t and s are two terms of depth 1, then their agreement condition encodes

equality conditions on constants that make these terms unifiable.

The relation ∼(t,s) is preserved by a particular class of substitutions:

Proposition 4 Let t, s be two terms and σ be a substitution that maps every variable

in its domain to another variable. If u ∼(t,s) v then uσ ∼(tσ,sσ) vσ.

Definition 7 The Instantiation Rule (I) is defined as follows:

S → S ∪ {Cσ ∨ E}

if the following conditions hold:

– C is a clause in S.

– D is a renaming of a clause in S (possibly C), sharing no variable with C.

– σ is the pseudo-unifier of two terms t = f(t) and s = f(s) occurring in C,D

respectively.

– E is the agreement condition of t and s.

We denote by Ŝ the set of clauses that can be generated from S using the instan-

tiation rule above. By definition, every clause in Ŝ is subsumed by an instance of a

clause in S.

Example 4 Let S denote the set of clauses containing the clauses

1 : cons(car(x), cdr(x)) ≃ x, 2 : car(cons(x, y)) ≃ x, 3 : cdr(cons(x, y)) ≃ y,

4 : car(a) ≃ b, 5 : cons(a, c) ≃ d, 6 : car(cdr(b)) ≃ c.

The clauses other than those in S that are generated by the instantiation scheme are

represented in Figure 2. The first column of the table contains the complex terms that

are considered for the pseudo-unification, the second column contains the numbers of

the clauses in which these terms occur, and the third column contains the instantiated

clause. Note that the pairs of terms that are considered do not generate any agreement

condition.
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Complex terms Involved clauses Instantiated clause
car(x), car(a) (1), (4) cons(car(a), cdr(a)) ≃ a
cdr(x), cdr(b) (1), (6) cons(car(b), cdr(b)) ≃ b

cons(x, y), cons(a, c) (2), (5) car(cons(a, c)) ≃ a
cons(x, y), cons(a, c) (3), (5) cdr(cons(a, c)) ≃ c

Fig. 2 Instantiated clauses of Example 4.

The rule (I) should be compared with existing instantiation schemes such as the

one in [23]. In [23], sets of instances are computed by assigning a set of ground terms

to each variable and to each argument of function symbols. Set constraints are then

generated to encode the relations between these sets of instances (propagating uni-

fication conditions between the terms) and a minimal solution of these constraints is

constructed. The instantiation scheme of [23] is more general in some respect than ours

because non-flat instantiation can be constructed. But termination is not ensured, ex-

cept for some particular classes of formulae for which the depth of the non-interpreted

terms is bounded, such as the one of stratified clause sets (this class can be also cap-

tured by our approach, see Section 6.2). However, the approach in [23] generates much

more instances than the rule (I) (thus may be less efficient) because each variable is

instantiated independently from the others. Consider for instance a formula containing

the terms f(x1, . . . , xn) and f(a1, . . . , a1), . . . , f(ak, . . . , ak). Applying the instantia-

tion scheme of [23] yields to consider the following set constraints: {a1, . . . , ak} ∈ Af,i

(meaning that each constant aj for j ∈ [1..k] may occur as the i-th argument of f).

Since the variable xi also occurs as the i-th argument of f , this entails that xi must be

instantiated by a1, . . . , ak. But then we get kn possible instances. In contrast, our pro-

cedure generates only k instances f(a1, . . . , a1), . . . , f(ak, . . . , ak). On the other hand,

[23] performs instantiation modulo arithmetic, which is not tackled by the approach

described in the present paper (instantiation modulo integers is considered in [20]).

Our technique is closer from the one originated by [28], except that non-flat in-

stances are simply ignored.

In general the set Ŝ is not ground, since it contains S. We assume that Σ contains

a special constant symbol λ, not occurring in S; all the variables occurring in Ŝ are

instantiated with this constant.

Definition 8 Given a set of clauses S, we denote by Sλ the set of clauses obtained by

replacing all variables in S by λ.

We provide another example of an application of the instantiation scheme.

Example 5 We consider the following clause set S:

1 p(a, x) ≃ true ∨ q(x, x) 6≃ true

2 p(c, d) 6≃ true

3 q(f(x), x) ≃ true

4 a ≃ b

5 b ≃ c

6 f(x) ≃ x

The instantiation rule generates the following clauses. We specify for each clause

the clause from which it is obtained and the considered term.
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7 p(a, d) ≃ true ∨ q(d, d) 6≃ true ∨ a 6≃ c 1, p(c, d)

8 q(f(d), d) ≃ true 3, q(d, d)

9 f(d) ≃ d 6, f(d)

It is simple to verify that the set of ground clauses {2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9} is unsatisfiable;

hence so is Ŝλ, which contains clauses 1 through 9 where all variables are instantiated

with λ. Thus it happens that the instantiation scheme is complete on this clause set.

Section 3.2 will show that it is not always the case and provide tractable conditions

ensuring completeness.

Getting rid of Agreement Conditions

It is clear from the definition that the clauses in Ŝ are obtained from instances of S

by adding flat ground clauses. The addition of these flat ground clauses is actually not

necessary: all the results in this paper still hold if they are not added at all. Indeed,

if Ŝ′ denotes the set of clauses obtained from Ŝ by removing agreement conditions,

then soundness is obvious since Ŝ′ only contains instances of clauses in S, so that

S |= Ŝ′, and (partial) completeness follows from the fact that the clauses in Ŝ are logical

consequences of Ŝ′. Since different agreement conditions can be added to the same

instance of a clause in S, the set Ŝ may be significantly larger than Ŝ′. We nevertheless

prefer to add these conditions explicitly for two reasons. Firstly this makes the clause

sets more general hence significantly strengthens the completeness result, which is of

some theoretical interest. Secondly, from a practical point of view, Ŝ′ may actually be

easier to refute than Ŝ by an SMT-solver, since agreement conditions may enable to

identify and discard useless clauses. For instance if Ŝ′ contains a clause C ∨ (a 6≃ b),

where a 6≃ b is a agreement condition, and if the system is considering a partial model

in which a 6≃ b holds, then the clause C can simply be discarded, since it is subsumed. If

the agreement condition is dropped, then C must be considered although it is actually

useless. Of course, practical experimentations are needed to investigate the effect of the

removal/addition of these conditions, and one may probably have to find a trade-off

depending of the number of clauses that must be added.

A good compromise would be to remove these agreement conditions, in order to

keep the size of the clause set as low as possible, but for every disequation a 6≃ b occur-

ring in the agreement condition, to replace any occurrence of a by b (or conversely),

provided that this occurrence was introduced by instantiation using a pseudo-unifier

(i.e. that constant a does not occur in the initial clause). This technique ensures that

soundness and (partial) completeness are preserved since the obtained clause set is still

less general than S but more general than Ŝ. Constants already occurring in the initial

clause should not be replaced, otherwise soundness would be lost.

This compromise is used in the complexity results of the following section and in

the experiments.

Complexity Results

If C is a clause in S containing n distinct variables and there are m constant symbols

occurring in S, then there are at most mn pseudo-unifiers that can be applied to C.

This entails the following result:

Theorem 2 Given a set of clauses S, let n denote the maximal number of distinct

variables appearing in a clause in S, and m denote the number of constants occurring

in S. Then the maximal number of clauses that can be generated by the instantiation

rule (without agreement conditions) is O(|S|mn).
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This result is important from a complexity point of view, especially when consid-

ering T -satisfiability problems (i.e. testing the satisfiability of a conjunction of ground

literals modulo a theory T ). Indeed, if theory T is fixed and it is guaranteed that the

instantiation scheme is correct for any set of clauses of the form T ∪ S, where S is a

set of ground unit clauses, then the number of distinct variables appearing in a clause

is a constant, which means that a polynomial set of ground clauses is generated. If T
is Horn, then the generated set of ground clauses is also Horn, and its satisfiability

can be tested in polynomial time. This result shows an advantage of the instantiation

scheme compared to rewrite-based approaches: this scheme avoids the generation of

exponentially many clauses in, e.g., the theory of arrays [3], contrary to the original

rewrite-based approach [2], or the more recent decompositional approach [9]. For the

theory of records with extensionality [2], the instantiation scheme generates a polyno-

mial set of ground Horn clauses, whose satisfiability can be tested in polynomial time.

We thus obtain a polynomial satisfiability procedure for this theory with no effort,

a result that had already been obtained for this specific theory in [8]. Note that the

original rewrite-based approach is an exponential satisfiability procedure for the theory

of records with extensionality [2].

3.2 Completeness of the instantiation scheme

Since the set Ŝ obtained by our instantiation scheme only contains flat instances of

S along with agreement conditions, it is obviously possible for S to be unsatisfiable

whereas Ŝ is satisfiable. For example, this is the case if no refutation for S is flat. Even

if S admits a flat refutation, Ŝλ may be satisfiable, as evidenced by the set of clauses

S = {f(g(x)) ≃ a, g(y) ≃ b, f(z) 6≃ a}. Here, Ŝ = S, and Ŝλ = {f(g(λ)) ≃ a, g(λ) ≃
b, f(λ) 6≃ a} is satisfiable. But S admits a flat refutation:

f(b) ≃ a (superposition, y 7→ x)

a 6≃ a (paramodulation, z 7→ b)

� (reflexivity)

Such a behaviour may occur even if S contains no function symbol, as evidenced by

the set of clauses S = {x 6≃ a, b ≃ a}.

We introduce some semantic conditions on a set of clauses S which ensure that the

instantiation scheme is complete, i.e. that S and Ŝλ are equisatisfiable. This result is

a first step towards the definition of syntactic conditions that ensure completeness.

A semantic criterion ensuring completeness

Roughly speaking, the instantiation scheme is complete when S admits a derivation

satisfying particular properties. Firstly, all the unifiers occurring in the derivation must

be flat and all the clauses must be non-variable-eligible (see Definition 1). Furthermore,

no superposition step replacing a term by a variable can occur in the derivation. Finally

all the clauses must be I0-flat (see Definition 3), and the inferences involving clauses

that are not Inv-closed must be strongly restricted: either the non-Inv-closed premise

occurs in the initial clause set, or the inference is ground (with an empty unifier).

Definition 9 (Simple Derivation) Let S be a set of clauses. A derivation δ of S is

simple if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. All the unifiers occurring in δ are flat.

2. All the clauses occurring in δ are I0-flat and non-variable-eligible.
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3. If two terms t, s are unified in δ with mgu σ and if there is a position p such that

t|p = f(t1, . . . , tm) (resp. s|p = f(t1, . . . , tm)) and tj ∈ V for some j ∈ Inv(f), then

either s|p (resp. t|p) occurs in S or σ = id.

4. If an application of the superposition/paramodulation rule replaces a term uσ by

vσ, then vσ 6∈ V.

A set of clauses S is simply provable if for all clauses C, if there exists a derivation

of C from S, then there also exists a simple derivation of C from S. A class of clause

sets S is simply provable if every set of clauses in S is simply provable.

Condition 4 forbids inferences such as f(a) ≃ b, a ≃ x ⊢ f(x) ≃ b (replacement

of a term by a variable). Condition 3 states that the subterms that are not Inv-closed

can only be unified with terms already occurring in the initial clause set. Notice that

Conditions 2 and 3 are strongly related. It is easy to guarantee that all the terms in

the derivation are I0-flat by taking I0(f) = ∅ for every f ∈ Σ but then we must have

Inv(f) = [1..n], where n is the arity of f , thus Condition 3 cannot hold, unless the

premises of every non-ground inference step are in S. Conversely, Condition 3 always

holds if Inv(f) = ∅ but then by Condition 2 all the terms must be of depth 1 (see also

Remark 1).

By Condition 1, every simple derivation is flat, but the converse does not hold.

Condition 4 prevents replacement of a term by a variable which guarantees that infer-

ences preserve Condition 2. Condition 3 is the less natural one. Intuitively it ensures

that a variable is never unified with a constant symbol that has previously replaced a

complex term by superposition. This allows us to discard derivations such as the one in

Figure 3. In Figure 3, the term f(x2) is unified with f(b) but since the latter does not

occur in the original set of clauses, we cannot compute the substitution x 7→ b using

the Instantiation rule only. For this purpose, we ensure that the subterms that are not

Inv-closed (f(x2) in this example) are unified only with terms occurring in the original

set of clauses. Notice that if we assume that every term occurring in the derivation is

Inv-closed, then Condition 4 always holds, because by definition of Inv-closed terms, tj
cannot be a variable if j ∈ Inv(f). However, our condition is less restrictive, and this

will be useful in Section 5.

The following definition imposes an additional restriction on the unifiers occurring

in a derivation:

Definition 10 (Pure Derivation) A substitution σ is pure if for every variable x,

xσ ∈ V. A derivation δ is pure if it is simple and if every unifier occurring in δ is pure.

For instance, the inference f(x) ≃ a, f(y) ≃ b ⊢ a ≃ b is pure, whereas f(x) ≃
a, f(c) ≃ b ⊢ a ≃ b is not (the unifier is x 7→ y in the first case and x 7→ c is the second

one).

The following key result relates the two previous notions and will ensure complete-

ness of the instantiation scheme.

Theorem 3 If δ is a simple derivation of a clause C from a set of clauses S, then

there exists a pure derivation of C from Ŝ.

Proof (Sketch) This result may seem surprising because pure derivations are strongly

restricted. However, one can prove that all the instantiations that take place in the

derivation δ can actually already be applied on the initial clause set, using only the
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f(g(x1)) ≃ a g(a) ≃ b

f(b) ≃ a f(x2) 6≃ a

a 6≃ a

�

{x1 → a}

{x2 → b}

∅

Fig. 3 A non-simple refutation.

instantiation rule of Definition 7. Assume that a variable x is instantiated by a non-

variable term t at some point in the derivation. Then since δ is simple, t must be a

constant symbol. Since the clauses occurring in the derivation are non-variable-eligible,

x and t must occur in two terms f(. . . , x, . . .) and f(. . . , t, . . .) respectively, and the

mapping x 7→ t is generated by unification. These two terms are necessarily obtained

from two terms f(. . . , x, . . .) and f(. . . , s, . . .) occurring in parent clauses in the initial

clause set (s may be distinct from t since the superposition rule can be applied on s,

and x may actually be renamed). Moreover, by Condition 3 in Definition 9 the index

of x in the term f(. . . , x, . . .) cannot be in Inv(f), thus s cannot be a complex term

(if it were, since f(. . . , s, . . .) is I0-flat, the index of the term s would not be in I0(f),

thus f(. . . , x, . . .) would not be Inv-closed, which contradicts our hypothesis). Thus the

instantiation rule of Definition 7 can be applied to replace x by s.

The detailed proof is actually much more complex and highly technical since one has

to handle properly all the necessary transformations on the derivation δ, in particular

the swapping of variables and the replacement of constant symbols. We provide a very

detailed proof in Appendix A.2.

We may therefore prove the completeness of the instantiation scheme for the class

of simply provable sets of clauses:

Corollary 1 If S is a simply provable and unsatisfiable set of clauses then Ŝλ is un-

satisfiable.

Proof This is a simple consequence of Theorem 3: since S is simply provable and

unsatisfiable, it admits a simple derivation of �. By Theorem 3, Ŝ admits a pure

derivation of �, and by instantiating all the variables in this derivation by λ, we obtain

a refutation of the set Ŝλ which is therefore unsatisfiable.

Although we have proved the completeness of the scheme for the class of simply

provable sets of clauses, there remains the issue of being able to detect such sets of
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clauses, since this condition is semantic. The following two sections are devoted to the

description of syntactic conditions ensuring that a clause set is simply provable.

4 A syntactic characterization of simply provable clause sets

In order to determine syntactic conditions that are general enough to be satisfied by

several theories of interest, the potential inferences that can take place in a derivation

need to be restrained. This is done by considering a particular selection function that

satisfies some additional properties which guarantee that it is sufficiently restrictive.

The idea is that a literal must be selected only if one of its ground instances is selected

and that nonmaximal positive literals cannot be selected (the corresponding inferences

are obviously useless). This selection function will be used throughout this section and

the following ones.

Definition 11 We consider a selection function sel such that:

1. For every ground clause C, sel(C) contains a unique literal L, and if L is positive

then L is maximal in C.

2. For every non-ground clause C and every literal L in C, L ∈ sel(C) if and only if

there exists a ground substitution σ of the variables in C such that Lσ ∈ sel(Cσ)3.

These conditions are strong, but such a selection function always exists. Condition 1

imposes some constraints on the selection of literals in ground clauses (this condition is

easy to fulfill, for instance by selecting the maximal literal). Condition 2 actually defines

the selection function on non-ground clauses, assuming that the function is defined for

ground clauses. Note that the selection function is not intended to be employed in

practice: it will be used only to show the existence of simple derivations.

4.1 Variable-Preserving clause sets

According to Definition 9 the first step towards determining conditions that guarantee

the equisatisfiability of S and Ŝλ is ensuring that no derivation starting from S can

generate a clause that is variable-eligible. Note that it is not sufficient to check that

the initial clause set contains no variable-eligible clause, and that it is necessary to

ensure that no variable-eligible clause can appear during proof search. An easy solution

would be to discard all clauses containing variables at the root level, but this is much

too restrictive (the theory of arrays for instance contains such clauses). Thus we first

define a syntactic class of clauses, the class of variable-preserving clauses, for which the

inference rules of the superposition calculus are guaranteed never to generate a variable-

eligible clause. Other approaches ensuring the absence of variable-eligible clauses in

derivations include [2,27,29]. Our approach consists in defining syntactic conditions

that are tested on the original set of clauses, to guarantee the required property. This

is done by defining variables that are Ivp-constrained in a clause, a condition that

depends on the positions of their occurrences in the clause. Intuitively, no matter the

inference, an Ivp-constrained variable cannot become eligible in a generated clause,

because it always occurs as a strict subterm of a maximal literal in the clause.

Definition 12 We associate to each function symbol f of arity n a set of indices Ivp(f)

in [1..n]. A variable x is Ivp-constrained in a term t if t contains a subterm of the form

f(t1, . . . , tn) such that ti = x and i ∈ Ivp(f). A variable x is Ivp-constrained in a literal

L if L is of the form t ≃ s or t 6≃ s and x is Ivp-constrained in t or in s. A variable

3 Note that sel(C) may contain several literals.
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is Ivp-constrained in a clause C if it is Ivp-constrained in at least one literal in C. If e

is an expression (term, literal, or clause), we denote by IV(e) the set of variables that

are Ivp-constrained in e.

Example 6 Let Σ = {f, g}, where f is of arity 2 and g of arity 1, and suppose that

Ivp(f) = Ivp(g) = {1}. If C = x ≃ y∨f(g(x), y) ≃ f(g(x), x), then x is Ivp-constrained

in C and y is not.

In particular, if for all n ∈ N and for all f ∈ Σn we have Ivp(f) = [1..n], and if e

is a nonvariable expression, then IV(e) is the set of variables in e. If Ivp(f) = ∅ for all

f ∈ Σ, then IV(e) = ∅. The sets of variable-preserving literals and clauses are defined

by imposing constraints that ensure Ivp-constrained variables remain so.

Definition 13 A literal L is variable-preserving in a clause C = L ∨D if:

1. L is a negative literal t 6≃ s, and one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) s ∈ IV(t) or t ∈ IV(s);

(b) t, s 6∈ V and either IV(t) or IV (s) is empty;

(c) t, s 6∈ V and IV(t) ∪ IV (s) ⊆ IV (D);

2. L is a positive literal t ≃ s, and one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) t, s 6∈ V and IV(t) = IV (s);

(b) {t, s} ⊆ T0 and {t, s} ∩ V ⊆ IV (D).

A clause C is variable-preserving if every literal L ∈ C is variable-preserving in C, and

a set of clauses S is variable-preserving if every clause in S is variable-preserving.

In particular, equations of the form id(x) ≃ x are forbidden. Just as in the case of

I0-flat and Inv-closed terms, there is a trade-off between Conditions 2a-1b and 1a-2b.

The former are easy to fulfill by assuming that Ivp(f) is empty for every f , but in this

case the latter never hold.

Intuitively, Condition 2a ensures that the set of Ivp-constrained variables will be

preserved during superposition: if x is Ivp-constrained in a term t and if s is obtained

from t by superposition, then either x is instantiated or x is Ivp-constrained in s. Then

a literal of the form x ≃ t (resp. x 6≃ t), where x ∈ V, is allowed only if x is not eligible

in C, or in the descendants of C, unless x is instantiated by unification. This is ensured

either by checking that x occurs in t (Condition 1a) or that their always exists a literal

in D that is greater than x ≃ t (Condition 2b). These conditions will be preserved

during the derivation because the set of Ivp-constrained variables is preserved.

Example 7 Let C = f(x, y) ≃ f(a, y), D = v ≃ a ∨ f(u, v) 6≃ b. Assume that Ivp(f) =

{2}. The reader can verify that IV(f(x, y)) = IV(f(a, y)) = {y} and IV(f(u, v)) = {v}.
Thus C,D are both variable-preserving. The clause E = u ≃ a ∨ f(u, v) 6≃ b is not

variable-preserving, because u 6∈ IV(f(u, v)). Notice that if we take Ivp(f) = {1, 2}

then we have IV (f(u, v)) = {u, v} thus E is variable-preserving, but then C is not

variable-preserving because IV(f(a, y)) = {y} 6= IV(f(x, y)) = {x, y}, and Condition

2a does not hold. The application of the superposition rule between C and E generates

the clause u ≃ a ∨ f(a, v) 6≃ b that is variable-eligible, thus not variable-preserving.

This illustrates the importance of Condition 2a.

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition.

Proposition 5 Let C,D be two variable-preserving clauses. Then C ∨D is variable-

preserving.
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The main property of interest satisfied by variable-preserving clauses are that these

clauses cannot be variable-eligible.

Proposition 6 All variable-preserving clauses are non-variable-eligible.

Proof Let C be a variable-preserving clause. First assume that C is of the form x 6≃ t∨D

where x is a variable. By Definition 13, x 6≃ tmust satisfy Condition 1a, thus necessarily

x < t. Now, assume that C is of the form x ≃ t ∨D, where x is a variable such that

x 6< t, and assume that x ≃ t is an eligible literal. Then, by Definition 13, one of

Conditions (2a) or (2b) must hold. However, x is a variable, hence Condition (2a)

cannot hold. Thus, Condition (2b) holds, t ∈ T0 and x ∈ IV(D). Furthermore, if t is a

variable, then t ∈ IV(D).

Since x ≃ t ∈ sel(D), there exists a ground substitution σ such that ∀L ∈ D,

xσ ≃ tσ 6< Lσ by the conditions on the selection function (see Definition 11). Now

since x ∈ IV (D), there exists a term of the form f(t1, . . . , tn) occurring in D such

that ti = x. Thus, xσ < f(t1, . . . , tn)σ and necessarily, since (x ≃ t)σ is maximal,

tσ 6< f(t1, . . . , tn)σ. This implies that tσ cannot be a constant, and since t ∈ T0, we

must have t ∈ V. But in this case, t must also be in IV(D), which means that t occurs at

a non-root position in a literal L′ ∈ D. But then (x ≃ t)σ < L′σ, which is impossible.

An essential property of the class of variable-preserving clause sets, that is not

satisfied by the class of non-variable-eligibleclauses, is that it is stable by superposition,

if the associated unifier is flat:

Theorem 4 Let S be a variable-preserving clause set. Assume that S′ →σ
sel,< C, where

all the clauses in S′ are pairwise variable-disjoint renamings of clauses in S, and sup-

pose that σ is flat. Then C is also variable-preserving.

Proof (Sketch) A careful inspection of the different cases permits to show that the

set of variable-preserving clauses is closed by disjunction, flat instantiation and by

replacement of a term t by a non-variable term s such that IV (t) = IV(s). Then the

proof follows from the definition of the calculus. The detailed proof can be found in

Appendix C. The proof is not difficult, but it is rather long because there are many

cases to check.

4.2 Controlled sets of clauses

We now define the class of controlled sets of clauses. These sets do not generate variable-

eligible clauses, and the additional constraints they satisfy intuitively ensure the mgus

occurring in any derivation are flat. In order to ensure that the latter property holds,

we shall use the results in Section 2.3: according to Lemma 3, it is sufficient to assume

that all the terms occurring in the derivation are both I0-flat and Inv-closed.

Definition 14 A clause C is controlled if it is variable-preserving, I0-flat and Inv-

closed. A set of clauses is controlled if all the clauses it contains are controlled.

Stability of controlled clauses

We provide conditions guaranteeing the stability of controlled clauses under certain

conditions.

Lemma 4 Let C be a variable-preserving clause and let σ be a flat substitution. Then

Cσ is also variable-preserving.
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Proof See Appendix B

Lemma 5 The following properties hold:

1. Every flat and ground clause is controlled.

2. If C and D are controlled, then so is C ∨D.

3. If σ is a flat substitution and C is a controlled clause, then so is Cσ.

Proof Item 1 is obvious, and item 2 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5. For

item 3, we verify that the conditions of Definition 14 are preserved:

– The clause Cσ remains variable-preserving by Lemma 4.

– By Lemma 1, I0-flatness and Inv-closedness are preserved by flat instantiations;

thus, all controlled literals remain controlled after instantiation.

We also show that controlled clauses remain so after particular replacement oper-

ations, and that particular inference steps are guaranteed to generate such clauses.

Lemma 6 Let C be a clause and let t, s be two non-variable terms. Assume that:

– s is I0-flat and Inv-closed;

– IV(s) = IV(t);

– if t ∈ Σ0, then s ∈ Σ0.

If C[t]p is controlled, then C[s]p is controlled.

Proof By Theorem 4, C[s]p is variable-preserving, and by Lemma 2, all its non-flat

literals are I0-flat and Inv-closed (notice that p cannot be a variable position).

Lemma 7 Let D1,D2 denote (not necessarily distinct) controlled clauses. If

{D1,D2} →σ
sel,< C, then σ is flat and C is controlled.

Proof Since D1 and D2 are variable-preserving, by Theorem 4, if σ is flat then C is

variable-preserving. We distinguish three cases, according to the rule used to derive C.

C is generated by the superposition or paramodulation rule. Then D1 is of the form

L[t]p ∨D′
1, D2 of the form u ≃ v ∨D′

2, and C is of the form (L[v]p ∨D′
1 ∨D′

2)σ,

where σ = mgu(t, u). By hypothesis, t and u are I0-flat and Inv-closed, and by

Lemma 3, σ must be flat. By applying Lemma 5 (3), we deduce that (L[t]p ∨D′
1)σ

and (u ≃ v ∨ D′
2)σ are both controlled. Since D2 is variable-preserving, one of

the conditions of Definition 13 must hold. If Condition 2a holds, then v cannot

be a variable. If Condition 2b holds, then v cannot be a variable either, since

u ≃ v is selected. Furthermore, if u is a constant, the head symbol of v cannot

be a function symbol, since otherwise, we would have v > u. Therefore, we have

u ∈ Σ0 ⇒ v ∈ Σ0, and by Lemma 6, (L[v]p ∨D′
1)σ is controlled. By Theorem 4,

C = (L[v]p ∨ D′
1 ∨ D′

2)σ is variable-preserving, and it is simple to verify that C

satisfies the I0-flatness and Inv-closedness conditions.

C is generated by the reflection rule. This means that C is of the form D′
1σ, where

D1 = (t 6≃ s) ∨ D′
1 and σ = mgu(t, s). If t ≃ s is flat, then σ is obviously flat.

Otherwise, since D1 is controlled, t and s must be I0-flat and Inv-closed, thus, σ

must be flat by Lemma 3. By Theorem 4, C = D′
1σ is variable-preserving, and it

is controlled by Lemma 5 (3).
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C is generated by the equational factorisation rule. This means that C is of the form

(D′
1 ∨ s 6≃ v ∨ t ≃ s)σ, where D1 = (D′

1 ∨ u ≃ v ∨ t ≃ s), the selected literal

is t ≃ s, and σ = mgu(t, u). Since t ≃ s is variable-preserving, one of Conditions

2a or 2b of Definition 13 must hold. First assume that Condition 2a holds, so

that t is not a variable. If u is a variable, then it must occur in a complex term

in D′
1 ∨ t ≃ s, which would prevent tσ from being an eligible term. If u is a

constant, then t must also be a constant, and σ = id is flat. Otherwise, t and u

must both be I0-flat and Inv-closed since D1 is controlled, and again, σ must be

flat by Lemma 3. Now assume that Condition 2b holds. Then t and s cannot be

variables since otherwise the clause would be variable-eligible.This implies that u, v

are flat (otherwise the literal t ≃ s would not be selected). Then σ is flat. Therefore,

C is variable-preserving by Theorem 4, and controlled by Lemma 5 (3).

Completeness

We obtain the main result of this section:

Theorem 5 Every set of clauses that is controlled is simply provable.

Proof We prove that all derivations for S are simple and only contain controlled clauses,

by induction on their length. Let δ = C1, . . . , Cn be a derivation from S. By the induc-

tion hypothesis, the derivation C1, . . . , Cn−1 is simple and the clauses C1, . . . , Cn−1

are controlled. Then by Lemma 7, Cn is controlled, and we now verify that δ satisfies

the conditions of Definition 9. Let σ be the unifier corresponding to the last inference

of δ.

1. The clauses occurring in T are controlled, hence by Lemma 7, σ is flat.

2. Since Cn is controlled, it is variable-preserving, and by Proposition 6, it is not

variable-eligible. Furthermore, every controlled clause is I0-flat by definition.

3. Since Cn is controlled, every term it contains is Inv-closed, which means that Con-

dition 3 trivially holds.

4. Suppose Cn is generated by superposition/paramodulation of D1 = u ≃ v∨D′
1 into

a clause D2, with the term uσ being replaced by the term vσ. Then by hypothesis,

D1 is variable-preserving, and one of Conditions (2a) or (2b) of Definition 13 must

hold. If Condition (2a) holds, then neither v nor vσ is a variable. If Condition (2b)

holds, both u and v are flat, and if they are variables, then they must appear in

IV(D′
1). Thus, the only way for u ≃ v to be maximal in D1 is for u and v to both

be constants, hence vσ cannot be a variable.

Therefore, δ is simple, which completes the proof.

If S is a controlled set of clauses that is unsatisfiable, then it is simply provable by

Theorem 5. We deduce by Corollary 1 that Ŝλ is also unsatisfiable, which proves that

our instantiation scheme is correct when applied to S.

5 C-controllable clauses

Theorem 5 makes the class of controlled clause sets a good candidate for applying the

instantiation method described in Section 3. However, several theories of interest are

non-controlled. For instance, one of the axioms of the theory of arrays is (see, e.g., [3]):

∀x, z, v, w. z ≃ w ∨ select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w),
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and this axiom is not controlled. Indeed, either index 1 is in I0(select) and in this

case select(store(x, z, v), w) is not I0-flat, or 1 ∈ Inv(select) and select(x,w) is not

Inv-closed.

The goal of this section is to overcome this problem by introducing a more general

class that allows us to handle such theories. The idea is that non-controlled sets of

clauses may be transformed into controlled ones using superposition from particular

equations. For instance, in the above theory, by applying the superposition rule on the

term store(x, z, v), we shall ensure that the variable x is instantiated by a constant

symbol, so that select(x,w)σ becomes Inv-closed.

5.1 Overview

We introduce the more general class of C-controllable clauses, which is obtained by

relaxing the variable-preservation and Inv-closedness conditions on some of the terms

that occur in the clauses. The terms for which the conditions can be relaxed are those

that contain distinguished function symbols of Σ.

Definition 15 We denote by C a subset of Σ containing no constant symbol. A clause

C is strongly controlled if it is controlled and contains no occurrence of symbols in C.

We start by an informal description of our approach. The basic idea is that a non-

controlled clause may be reduced to a controlled one by applying the superposition

rule from a particular class of ground clauses, called C-equations:

Definition 16 A C-equation is a clause of the form f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b ∨ D, where

a1, . . . , an, b ∈ Σ0, f ∈ C and D is flat and ground.

Example 8 Consider the following axiom in the theory of arrays:

∀x, z, v, w. z ≃ w ∨ select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w).

We have seen in the introduction of this section that this clause is not controlled.

Assume that store is in C. Because the theory of arrays is saturated, if the only

clauses containing the function symbol store and not occurring in the axioms are

C-equations (i.e. are of the form store(a, i, e) ≃ b ∨ D where D is flat and ground),

then the only non-redundant inference that can be applied on the previous axiom is

superposition from a C-equation into store(x, z, v). The obtained clauses are of the

form ∀w. i ≃ w ∨ select(b,w) ≃ select(a,w), and these clauses are controlled.

More generally, let S be a set of clauses. We can decompose the set of clauses

that are deducible from S into three disjoint (possibly infinite) clause sets: a set of

clauses Ssc that are strongly controlled (i.e. that are controlled and do not contain

any symbol in C), a set of C-equations SC ⊆ S and the remaining clauses S′. Initially,

S ⊆ Ssc ∪ SC ∪ S′.

The inferences within Ssc ∪ SC are not problematic because they are simple by

Theorem 5. Moreover, one can show that the obtained clauses are still in Ssc ∪ SC .

This property is proven in Section 5.2.

The remaining inferences involve clauses in S′: they are either inferences within S′

or inferences between S′ and Ssc ∪ SC . The inferences between Ssc and S′ are hard to

monitor because Ssc may be infinite. Thus we define syntactic conditions that ensure

that no inference is possible between Ssc and S′. Informally, this is done by imposing

that every eligible term in S′ contains an occurrence of a function symbol in C, at a
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position where it cannot be unified with a variable. This obviously prevents unification

with a term in Ssc because by definition Ssc contains no symbol in C. The terms

satisfying these restrictions are called C-restricted. The formal definitions and results

showing that no inference is possible between a clause with C-restricted terms and one

in Ssc are presented in Section 5.3.

Then we explicitly compute the set S′ in order to check that (i) all eligible terms

in S′ are C-restricted, (ii) no non-redundant inference is possible within S′ (this is

guaranteed, e.g., when S′ is saturated). This is done as follows. We start from a clause

set containing all the clauses in S that occur neither in Ssc nor in SC , and we check that

(i) and (ii) hold. If this is the case then the only remaining inferences are those between

clauses in SC and clauses in S′. It turns out that those inferences always terminate since

they replace a complex term by a constant symbol (by superposition from C-equations).

Thus it is possible to compute the entire set S′ explicitly and check that (i) and (ii)

still hold. Note that the clauses generated during the superposition process are not

always added to S′: they may actually occur in Ssc if they are strongly controlled.

We do not need to test Conditions (i) and (ii) on such clauses, thus they are simply

ignored. In other words, we apply superposition from SC into S′ until S′ is partially

saturated, in the sense that all the deducible clauses are in Ssc. The corresponding

algorithm is provided in Section 5.4. It is actually slightly more complicated than

the one just sketched because we also take into account the fact that some inferences

within S′ may produce clauses that are actually redundant w.r.t. SC (but not w.r.t.

S′). Moreover we do not need to compute the clauses in S′ themselves but only the

part of these clauses that is not flat and ground. Thus, the only inferences are either

those within Ssc ∪SC (the generated clause are necessarily in Ssc ∪SC) or applications

of the superposition/paramodulation rule into elements in S′ from elements in SC (the

generated clauses are either in Ssc or in S′). All these inferences are simple.

Although finite, S′ can be extremely large. Furthermore, it depends on the set of

constant symbols, which is not acceptable in practice. However, an explicit computation

of S′ can be avoided, and this issue is discussed in Section 6.

5.2 Monitoring inferences on controlled clauses and C-equations

The results of Section 4.2 on controlled clauses can be transposed to C-equations and

strongly controlled clauses. In this section we prove that the clauses that are deducible

from strongly controlled clauses and C-equations are necessarily strongly controlled,

except if they are obtained from a C-equation by ground flat superposition.

Lemma 8 Let C and D be clauses, and σ denote a substitution:

1. If C is flat and ground then C is strongly controlled.

2. If C and D are strongly controlled, then so is C ∨D.

3. If σ is flat and C is a C-equation (resp. a strongly controlled clause), then so is Cσ.

Proof Item 1 results from the fact that C only contains function symbols, and Item 2

is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 (2). For Item 3, if C is a C-equation then

the result is obvious, since C is ground. Otherwise, the result is a direct consequence

of Lemma 5 (3), since C only contains function symbols, and σ is a flat substitution.

Lemma 9 Let C be a clause and let t, s be two non-variable terms such that:

1. s is I0-flat, Inv-closed, and contains no symbol in C;

2. IV(s) = IV(t);
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3. if t ∈ Σ0, then s ∈ Σ0.

If C[t]p is either a C-equation or a strongly controlled clause, then so is C[s]p.

Proof First assume that C[t]p is a C-equation, and is therefore of the form

f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b∨C′, where a1, . . . , an, b ∈ Σ0, and C′ is flat and ground. Necessarily,

t is either a constant or the term f(a1, . . . , an). If t is a constant, then s ∈ Σ0 by hypoth-

esis and C[s]p is also C-equation. Otherwise, t = f(a1, . . . , an), thus C[s]p = s ≃ b∨C′,

and by Item 1, this clause is strongly controlled.

Now assume that C is a strongly controlled clause. Then by Lemma 6, C[s]p is con-

trolled, and since s contains no symbol in C by hypothesis, C[s]p is strongly controlled.

Lemma 10 Let D1,D2 denote (not necessarily distinct) clauses that are either C-

equations or strongly controlled clauses. If {D1,D2} →σ
sel,< C, then C is either a

C-equation or a strongly controlled clause. Furthermore, if neither D1 nor D2 is flat

and ground, then C is strongly controlled.

Proof Assume that the clause C is generated by a unary rule from a C-equation

D1 = D′
1 ∨ f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b. If C is obtained by Reflection then, since D1 is ground,

by definition of the Reflection rule, C is of the from D′′
1 ∨ f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b where

D′
1 = D′′

1 ∨ c 6≃ c, for some c ∈ Σ0. Thus C is a C-equation. If C is obtained by Eq.

Factorisation then the literal on which the rule is applied must be selected. By Defini-

tion 11, this implies that this literal is maximal (since it must be positive by definition

of the rule). Since we assume that f(a1, . . . , an) is greater than any constant c (by the

goodness property) this implies that this literal must be f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b, and that

the term t in the definition of the rule is f(a1, . . . , an). But this is impossible since

there is no other term in D1 that is unifiable with f(a1, . . . , an).

By Lemma 7, if neither D1 nor D2 is a C-equation, then C is strongly controlled.

Now assume that C is generated by the superposition or paramodulation rule, where

D1 or D2, possibly both, is a C-equation. This means that D1 is of the form L[t]p∨D
′
1,

D2 of the form u ≃ v∨D′
2, and C is of the form (L[v]p∨D

′
1∨D

′
2)σ, where σ = mgu(t, u).

If D2 is a C-equation, then necessarily, u is of the form f(a1, . . . , an) where f ∈ C,

v is a constant, and D′
2 is flat and ground. By hypothesis, D1 is either a C-equation or

contains no symbols in C. Thus, since u and t are unifiable, it must be a C-equation of

the form u ≃ s∨D′
1, where s ∈ Σ0, and D′

1 is flat and ground. Therefore, in this case,

C = s ≃ v ∨D′
1 ∨D′

2 is flat and ground, hence strongly controlled.

If D1 is a C-equation and D2 is not, then L must be the literal of the form

f(c1 . . . , cn) ≃ d, and t must be a subterm of f(c1, . . . , cn). We cannot have t =

f(c1, . . . , cn) since otherwise u would have to contain a symbol in C, thus t is a con-

stant. Since D2 is strongly controlled, it is also variable-preserving, and by Proposition

6, it is not variable-eligible. Thus, u is necessarily a constant, andD2 must be flat by the

conditions in Definition 11 for the selection function. Since D2 is non-variable-eligible,

it must be ground. In this case, C is also a C-equation.

5.3 C-restricted terms

The goal of C-restricted terms is to control the inferences that can be performed on a

given non-controlled clause C, in order to ensure that the following conditions hold: (i)

Superposition from a C-equation is possible, in order to transform C into a controlled

clause; and (ii) No inference is possible between C and a controlled clause D that is

not a C-equation.
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In order to guarantee that (i) holds, it suffices to assume that every eligible term

t in C contains a subterm of the form f(t1, . . . , tn) where f ∈ C, and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T0.

For (ii), we exploit the fact that the term s in D that t is unified with is necessarily

Inv-closed since D is controlled, thus there are some positions in s along which variables

cannot occur (see Definition 3). We shall assume that the term f(t1, . . . , tn) occurs in t

at such a position. By making sure D does not contain the symbol f , we shall prevent

t and s from being unifiable (since t contains an occurrence of f at a position in which

no variable occurs in s). This will guarantee that no inference is possible between C

and D.

In the following definition, recall that Inv(f) denotes the set of indices of f that

must not be variables.

Definition 17 A term t is C-restricted if and only if it is of the form f(t1, . . . , tn)

where one of the following conditions holds:

1. f ∈ C, and f(t1, . . . , tn) is of depth 1 and linear, i.e. contains at most one occurrence

of each variable.

2. There exists at least an i ∈ Inv(f) such that ti is C-restricted, and for all j ∈ [1..n],

if j ∈ Inv(f) then either tj ∈ Σ0 or tj is C-restricted.

The fact that i is in Inv(f) ensures that no inference is possible with a controlled

term except with a C-equation (see Lemma 11). The second subcondition in Point 2

ensures the term will become Inv-closed after all symbols in C have been eliminated by

superposition. The fact that f(t1, . . . , tn) is linear is not really restrictive; furthermore

it is useful for technical reasons (see the proof of Theorem 6): informally it ensures that

superposition into f(t1, . . . , tn) can be restricted to the equations already occurring in

the initial clause set: the replacement of constant symbols by ground flat superposition

can be postponed to after the application of the superposition rule into f(t1, . . . , tn).

This is useful to ensure that the derivation satisfies Condition 3 of Definition 9.

Example 9 Assume that C = {f, g} and that Inv(h) = {1}. Then:

– f(x), h(f(x), a), h(f(x), g(x)) and h(h(g(x), y), x) are C-restricted.

– h(x, a) and h(h(x, y), f(x)) are not.

Proposition 7 Let t be an I0-flat and C-restricted term, and let s = f(s1, . . . , sn) be

a subterm of t. If si ∈ V for some i ∈ Inv(f), then f ∈ C and s1, . . . , sn ∈ T0.

Proof The proof is by induction on the size of t. If t = s then since we have i ∈ Inv(f)

and si ∈ V, the second item in Definition 17 cannot hold. Thus we have f ∈ C and t is

of depth 1 which completes the proof.

Otherwise, t = g(t1, . . . , tm) where s is a subterm of tj , for some j ∈ [1..m]. Since

s is a subterm of tj , the latter cannot be in T0, and since t is I0-flat, j 6∈ I0(g). Since

I0(g)∪Inv(g) = [1..m], we deduce that j ∈ Inv(g). By hypothesis t is C-restricted, hence

tj must be either a constant symbol or a C-restricted term. Since s is a subterm of tj ,

the latter cannot be a constant symbol, and is therefore a C-restricted term. Since t is

I0-flat, so is tj , thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain the result.

The following lemma allows to control the inferences that can be performed on

C-restricted terms.
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Lemma 11 Let t /∈ V be an Inv-closed term such that for every position p in t distinct

from ǫ, the head symbol of t|p is not in C. Let s be a C-restricted term of depth at least

2. Then t and s are not unifiable.

Proof The proof is by induction on the size of s. By definition s must be of the form

f(s1, . . . , sn). Since t is not a variable, we may assume that t is of the form f(t1, . . . , tn),

otherwise t and s are obviously not unifiable. Since the depth of s is strictly greater

than 1, the subterms s1, . . . , sn cannot all be flat. Thus by the second item of Definition

17, there exists an i ∈ Inv(f) such that si is C-restricted; necessarily, si is of depth at

least 1. Assume that si is of depth 1. In this case, it must satisfy the conditions of the

first item of Definition 17, thus its head symbol must be in C. Since i ∈ Inv(f) and

t is Inv-closed, ti cannot be a variable; furthermore, by hypothesis, the head symbol

of ti does not belong to C, hence ti and si are not unifiable. If si is of depth strictly

greater than 1, then since ti is Inv-closed, we may apply the induction hypothesis and

conclude that si and ti cannot be unifiable. Hence the result.

5.4 Monitoring superposition into non-controlled clauses

As was previously mentioned, we need to ensure that two non-controlled clauses cannot

interfere with each other using one of the binary inference rules of the superposition

calculus. We have to check that this property holds not only for the clauses occurring

in S, but also for all clauses that can be derived by superposition. This is done by

considering all the clauses that can be derived from S by superposition from C-equations

and from ground flat clauses. Such a set will be denoted by [S]. This set is finite

(although very large), thus it is easy, at least in theory, to check whether it is saturated.

The equations used during the superposition process will be collected and explicitly

added as “constraints” to the clause. This provides useful information and permits to

discard some possible inferences from non-controlled clauses, if they are redundant with

the C-equations that were used to derive them. The following example illustrates this

point.

Example 10 Consider the theory of lists, axiomatized by

S = {cons(car(x),cdr(x)) ≃ x, car(cons(x, y)) ≃ x, cdr(cons(x, y)) = y},

and let C = {cons, car, cdr}. It is easy to verify that S is not controlled. In order to

monitor the derivations starting from S, we need to consider the way the clauses it

contains interact with C-equations. Using the C-equation car(a) ≃ b we can generate

cons(b, cdr(a)) ≃ a. A problem arises: the obtained clause is still not controlled, and

it interferes with the clause car(cons(x, y)) = x, which contradicts the property we

require (no inference within non-controlled clauses). However, the clause generated by

this inference is car(a) ≃ b, and it is redundant with (actually identical in this case)

the clause used to derive cons(b, cdr(a)) ≃ a.

In order to formalize this idea, we introduce the notion of e-clauses.

Definition 18 An e-clause is a pair [C | φ] where C is a clause and φ is a set (or

conjunction) of equations. The clausal part of the e-clause is the clause C, and its

constraint part is the set of equations φ.

The conjunction of equations φ in an e-clause [C | φ] intuitively denotes a set of

literals that have been paramodulated into a clause that is not necessarily controlled,
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to generate the clause C. The set φ will be used to harness the inferences that admit

C as a premise. Note that e-clauses are similar to constrained clauses (see, e.g., [26])

but the equations in φ do not constrain the variables appearing in C.

The following relation computes new e-clauses by superposition from C-equations

and flat ground clauses, and simultaneously adds the corresponding equations to the

set of constraints.

Definition 19 We denote by  the smallest reflexive and transitive relation on e-

clauses satisfying the following condition: For all e-clauses [C | φ] and for all terms

f(t1, . . . , tn) occurring at a position p in C, if f ∈ C ∪Σ0 and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T0 then

[C | φ]  [C[c]p | φ ∪ {t ≃ c}]θ,

where c ∈ Σ0 and θ is a substitution mapping all variables in t to constant symbols.

Example 11 Consider the following axiom from the theory of arrays:

C : z ≃ w ∨ select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w).

Assume that store ∈ C. Then we have

[C | ∅] [i ≃ w ∨ select(b, w) ≃ select(a,w) | store(a, i, e) ≃ b],

where a, b, i, e denotes distinct constant symbols.

The relation  permits to generate e-clauses containing fewer symbols in C and

to rewrite constant symbols. This relation resembles the flattening operation described

previously, but is not applied to all the function symbols in the signature, and it also

serves as a renaming operation for constants. Among the clauses that are generated by

the relation, it will not be necessary to constrain those that are controlled. The whole

set of e-clauses that can be deduced in this way, omitting controlled clauses, is denoted

by [S].

Definition 20 If S is a set of clauses, we denote by [S] the smallest set of e-clauses

such that the following conditions hold:

– If C ∈ S and C is neither strongly controlled nor a C-equation then [C | ∅] ∈ [S].

– If [C | φ] is in [S], [C | φ]  [D | ψ] and D is not strongly controlled, then

[D | ψ] ∈ [S].

Example 12 Let S = {cons(car(x),cdr(x)) ≃ x}. Assume that car, cdr, cons ∈ C.
The reader can check that [S] consists of the following e-clauses:

1 [cons(car(x), cdr(x)) ≃ x | ∅] % the clause in S
2 [cons(b, cdr(a)) ≃ a | car(a) ≃ b] % from E-Clause 1
3 [cons(car(a), b) ≃ a | cdr(a) ≃ b] % from E-Clause 1
4 [cons(b, c) ≃ a | car(a) ≃ b, cdr(a) ≃ c] % from E-Clause 2
5 [cons(a, cdr(a)) ≃ a | car(a) ≃ b, b ≃ a] % from E-Clause 2
6 [cons(car(a), a) ≃ a | cdr(a) ≃ a, b ≃ a] % from E-Clause 3
7 [cons(b, b) ≃ a | car(a) ≃ b, cdr(a) ≃ c, c ≃ b] % from E-Clause 4
8 [cons(b, b) ≃ b | car(a) ≃ b, cdr(a) ≃ c, c ≃ b, a ≃ b] % from E-Clause 7

The remaining e-clauses are equivalent to the ones above, modulo a renaming of con-

stant symbols. For instance, one could generate [cons(c, b) ≃ a | cdr(a) ≃ b, car(a) ≃ c]
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using E-Clause 3 and car(a) ≃ c, but this e-clause is equivalent to E-Clause 4, up to

a renaming of the constant symbols.

Note that the e-clause [d ≃ a | car(a) ≃ b, cdr(a) ≃ c, cons(b, c) ≃ d], that can be

generated from E-Clause 4 (replacing cons(b, c) by d) does not occur in [S] because it

is strongly controlled.

We provide a link between the relations ≡S
C of Definition 2 and  .

Proposition 8 Let [C | φ] be an e-clause. If C ≡S
D C′ then [C | φ]  [C′ | φ ∨ ψ],

where ∀e ∈ ψ, e is flat and ground, and e ∨D is redundant w.r.t. S.

Proof This follows immediately from Definitions 2 and 19. Indeed, since C ≡S
D C′,

this means several terms occurring in C are replaced to yield C′, and if a constant t

is replaced by s, then there is a clause D′ ⊆ D such that t ≃ s ∨D′ occurs in S. The

equation t ≃ s occurs in ψ, and obviously, t ≃ s ∨D is subsumed by t ≃ s ∨D′.

5.5 Definition of the class of C-controllable clauses

We define the class of C-controllable sets of clauses, which, as we shall show, are simply

provable.

Definition 21 A set of clauses S is C-controllable if:

1. S is I0-flat.

2. If [C | φ] ∈ [S] then C is not variable-eligible.

3. If [C | φ] ∈ [S] then every eligible term in C that is not a constant is C-restricted.

4. If [C | φ] and [D | ψ] are two (variable-disjoint renamings of) e-clauses in [S] and

if {C,D} →σ
sel,< E, then:

– either E is redundant w.r.t. φ ∪ ψ ∪ S,

– or σ = id and E is strongly controlled.

Example 13 Consider the following axioms from the theory of arrays.

(a1) select(store(x, z, v), z) ≃ v

(a2) z ≃ w ∨ select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w)

Let S = {(a1), (a2)}∪S
′ where S′ only contains flattened ground clauses. We have

seen that (a2)  [i ≃ w ∨ select(b, w) ≃ select(a,w) | store(a, i, e) ≃ b], where

a, b, i, e are constant symbols (see Example 11). Similarly, it is simple to verify that

(a1)  [select(b, i) ≃ e | store(a, i, e) ≃ b]. Assume that Ivp(select) = {2}. Then

IV(select(a,w)) = IV(select(b, w)) = {w}, thus i ≃ w∨select(b, w) ≃ select(a,w)

is variable-preserving. Furthermore, if I0(select) = {2} and Inv(select) = {1} then

it is simple to check that i ≃ w ∨ select(b, w) ≃ select(a,w) and select(b, i) ≃ e

are controlled (hence strongly controlled since these clauses are not C-equations). The

clauses in S′ are also controlled, since they are either flat and ground or of the form

f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b∨C where C is flat and ground. Therefore, we have [S] = {(a1), (a2)}.
We now check that Conditions 1-4 of Definition 21 are satisfied.

1. All the terms in (a1) and (a2) are I0-flat, since the second arguments of select are

flat (and I0(select) = {2}).
2. (a1) and (a2) are not variable-eligible, since the literal z ≃ w cannot be selected

(indeed, it is positive and non-maximal).
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3. The only eligible terms are select(store(x, z, v), z), select(store(x, z, v), w) and

store(x, z, v), which are C-restricted.

4. No non-redundant inference can be applied on [S], thus Condition 4 holds.

Consequently, S is controllable.

Now, consider the following axiom, that defines symmetry of (bidimensional) arrays.

(a3) symm(x) 6≃ true ∨ select(select(x, z), w) ≃ select(select(x,w), z).

Let S′′ = {(a1), (a2), (a3)}∪S
′. The axiom (a3) is I0-flat and non-variable-eligible.

However, (a3) is not controlled, since for instance the first argument of select(x,w) is

a variable. Assume that symm is in C. If the selection function is arbitrary, then S′′ is

not controllable, since for instance the term select(x, z) is obviously eligible and not

C-restricted, thus Condition 3 in Definition 21 is violated. However, if we assume that

sel(a3) = {symm(t) 6≃ true} (which is possible since this literal is negative), then S′′

becomes controllable. Indeed, symm(x) is clearly C-restricted. Furthermore, we have:

(a3) [b 6≃ true ∨ select(select(a, z), w) ≃ select(select(a,w), z) | symm(a) ≃ b].

Obviously, the clause b 6≃ true ∨ select(select(a, z), w) ≃ select(select(a,w), z) is

strongly controlled. Furthermore, the axiom (a3) cannot interact with (a1), (a2), be-

cause symm(x) 6≃ true is the only selected literal. Hence all the conditions of Definition

21 are fulfilled. This example shows the importance of the choice of both the set of

symbols C and the selection function.

Condition 2 ensures that the clauses are not variable-eligible which is necessary to

guarantee that a simple derivation exists. Condition 3 ensures that the only possible

inferences are superpositions from C-equations or flat, ground clauses, as explained in

Section 5.3. Condition 4 ensures that no (non-trivial) inference is possible within the

set. We make a useful exception (second item) for inferences yielding a clause that is

controlled and that is not a C-equation, provided it is ground. This is possible because

ground inferences are always simple. This exception is useful for some theories because

[S] may contain C-equations generated by superposition from non-controlled sets and

interfering with each other. For instance, for the theory of lists, one can generate

equations car(a) ≃ b and car(a) ≃ c. These two equations interfere, yielding b ≃ c.

However: (i) the result is strongly controlled, and (ii) the inference is ground. Relaxing

the condition to allow non-ground inferences (e.g. flat inferences) would be incorrect

as the following example shows.

Example 14 Let S = {p(x, f(x), y) ≃ true, p(u, u, f(v)) 6≃ true, f(a) ≃ a}, where

f ∈ C. Then our instantiation scheme instantiates variables x, u, v with a, but not

variable y. Indeed, the instantiation rule generates the following clauses:

1 p(x, f(x), y) ≃ true (given)

2 p(u, u, f(v)) 6≃ true (given)

3 f(a) ≃ a (given)

4 p(u, u, f(a)) 6≃ true (clause 2, using the term f(a) from 3)

5 p(a, f(a), y) ≃ true (clause 1, using the term f(a) from 3)

6 p(a, a, f(a)) 6≃ true (clause 4, using the term p(a, f(a), y) from 5)

7 p(a, a, f(v)) 6≃ true (clause 2, using the term p(a, f(a), y) from 5)

The clause set obtained from this set by instantiating the remaining variables by

λ is clearly satisfiable.
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On the other hand, up to a renaming of the constant symbols, the set [S] contains

the clauses (we assume that Inv(p) = {1, 2, 3}, thus these clauses are not controlled).

[S] = {[p(c, c, y) ≃ true | f(c) ≃ c], [p(c, d, y) ≃ true | f(c) ≃ d]}

∪ {[p(u, u, d) 6≃ true | f(c) ≃ d]},

and the only clause that can be generated from clauses in [S] is �, which is obviously

strongly controlled, thus S would satisfy the conditions of Definition 21 if condition

σ = id were not included.

The conditions in Definition 21 are obviously decidable if S and Σ0 are finite, since

[S] is finite in this case. The class of C-controllable sets of clauses contains the class of

controlled sets of clauses:

Proposition 9 A set of clauses is controlled if and only if it is ∅-controllable.

Proof Let S denote a set of clauses, and assume S is ∅-controllable. Then in particular,

Condition 3 must hold for S. Thus, if there is an e-clause [C | φ] in [S], then all the

eligible terms in C must be C-restricted. This is impossible since C is empty, thus, [S]

must be empty, and every clause in S must be controlled.

Conversely, if S is controlled, then [S] is empty and Conditions 2, 3 and 4 trivially

hold. By hypothesis, S is I0-flat, and we have the result.

Another simple but important result is that a C-controllable set of clauses remains

so after a union with a ground set of clauses, modulo the flattening operation:

Proposition 10 If S is C-controllable and S′ is a flattened set of ground clauses, then

S ∪ S′ is C-controllable.

Proof It suffices to remark that the clauses in S′ are either flat, or of the form

f(a1, . . . , an) ≃ b, where a1, . . . , an, b are constants. Thus S′ is trivially controlled,

and the clauses in which symbols from C occur are C-equations.

Thanks to this property, it is only necessary to test whether a theory is C-

controllable once and for all. Once this is done, the instantiation scheme is guaranteed

to be correct, no matter what ground clauses are added to the theory, as long as they

are flattened.

This result also permits us to consider applying the instantiation scheme in two

ways: it can be applied eagerly, by instantiating the entire original problem, or it can

be applied lazily, in a more DPLL(T)-like manner, on a conjunction of unit clauses

that is a candidate model for the problem. It would be worthwhile to investigate which

of the two manners is the more efficient.

5.6 Completeness for C-controllable sets of clauses

In this section, we prove that every C-controllable set of clauses is simply provable. In

order to do so, we first introduce a class of clause sets that interact in a particular way

with C-controllable sets of clauses.

The set of clauses that can be generated by the superposition calculus starting

from a C-controllable set of clauses S may be infinite, and is not controlled in general.

However, all these clauses satisfy the same property: either they are strongly controlled,

or they are obtained from C-equations in S or clauses occurring in [S] by flat ground

superposition. These conditions will be sufficient to guarantee the existence of simple
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derivations starting from S. We define the clauses satisfying these conditions as S-

constricted : intuitively, all important properties of an S-constricted set of clauses are

consequences of the properties of S ∪ [S].

Definition 22 Let S be a set of clauses. A set of clauses S′ is S-constricted if for all

C ∈ S′ such that C is not strongly controlled, C is of the form C1∨C2 where C2 is flat

and ground, and there exists a clause D such that D ≡S′

C2
C1 (see Definition 2) and:

1. either D is a C-equation in S,

2. or [S] contains an e-clause [D | φ] such that for every equation (t ≃ s) ∈ φ, the

clause t ≃ s ∨ C2 is redundant w.r.t. S′.

If Point 1 holds, this obviously implies that C is a C-equation. Case 2 does not

cover case 1 because [D | ∅] does not occur in [S] when D ∈ S and D is controlled.

The following propositions state some useful properties of S-constricted clause sets.

Proposition 11 If S1 and S2 are two sets of clauses that are S-constricted, then so

is S1 ∪ S2.

Proposition 12 Let S, S′ be two sets of clauses. Suppose that S is C-controllable and

that S′ is S-constricted. If C is a clause in S′ that is not strongly controlled, then every

eligible term t in C is either a constant or is C-restricted.

Proof By hypothesis, C is of the form C1 ∨C2, where C2 is flat and ground, and there

exists a clause D such that D ≡S′

C2
C1. If D is a C-equation then so is C, hence t

must be of the form f(c1, . . . , cn) where f ∈ C and c1, . . . , cn ∈ Σ0, and the proof is

obvious. Otherwise, by Point 2 of Definition 22, there exists a set of equations φ such

that [D | φ] ∈ [S]. By Proposition 8, [D | φ] [C1 | φ∨ψ] for some set of equations ψ.

SinceD is not strongly controlled, it must contain a symbol in C, and so must C1, which

is not strongly controlled either. Thus by definition of [S], the e-clause [C1 | φ ∨ ψ]

is in [S]. If t occurs in C2 then t is necessarily a constant. Otherwise, t is eligible in

C1 hence must be C-restricted by Point 3 of Definition 21, since S is C-controllable by

hypothesis.

Proposition 13 Let S, S′ be two sets of clauses. Suppose that S is I0-flat and that S′

is S-constricted. Then every clause in S′ is I0-flat.

Proof Let C ∈ S′. If C is strongly controlled then all its non-flat literals are controlled,

hence I0-flat by Definition 14. Otherwise, C is obtained from an I0-flat clause by adding

literals that are flat and ground, by instantiating some variables by constant symbols

and by replacing some subterms by constant symbols. Obviously, the obtained clause

is still I0-flat.

Proposition 14 Let S, S′ be two sets of clauses. Suppose that S is C-controllable and

that S′ is S-constricted. Then the clauses in S′ are not variable-eligible.

Proof Let C ∈ S′. We consider the conditions that may be satisfied by C:

– If C is controlled, then it is variable-preserving by Definition 14, and by Proposition

6, it is not variable-eligible.

– Otherwise C is of the form C1 ∨ C2, where C2 is flat ground and ∃[D | φ] ∈ [S]

such that D ≡S′

C2
C1. By Point (2) of Definition 21, D is not variable-eligible, thus

neither are C1 and C.
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The next lemma shows that the application of an inference rule between two clauses

satisfying Condition 2 of Definition 22 generates a clause satisfying strong properties.

Lemma 12 Let S, S′ be two sets of clauses such that S is C-controllable and that S′ is

S-constricted. Let D1,D2 ∈ S′ be two clauses that satisfy Condition 2 of Definition 22,

and are not flat and ground. If {D1,D2} →σ
sel,< C, then one of the following conditions

holds:

– C is redundant in S ∪ S′;

– C is strongly controlled and σ = id;

Proof By Point (2) of Definition 22 for i = 1, 2, Di is of the form D′
i ∨D

′′
i where D′′

i

is flat and ground, and there exists an e-clause [Ei | φi] ∈ [S] such that Ei ≡S′

D′′

i

D′
i,

and ∀e ∈ φi, e∨D
′′
i is redundant in S′. By definition of [S], neither E1 nor E2 can be

strongly controlled.

The flat and ground literals in D1,D2 cannot be selected, otherwise the clauses

would be flat and ground. Therefore C must be of the form C′ ∨ D′′
1 ∨ D′′

2 , where

{D′
1,D

′
2} →σ

sel,< C′. By Proposition 8, [Ei | φi]  [D′
i | φi ∪ ψi], where ∀e ∈ ψi, e

is flat and ground and e ∨ D′′
i is redundant in S′. Since E1 and E2 are not strongly

controlled, neither are D′
1 and D′

2, thus for i = 1, 2, the e-clause [D′
i | φi ∪ψi] is in [S].

Since S is C-controllable, by Point (4) of Definition 21, one of the following condi-

tions holds:

– C′ is redundant in φ1∪φ2∪ψ1∪ψ2∪S. In this case, C′∨D′′
1 ∨D

′′
2 must be redundant

in {e ∨ D′′
1 ∨D′′

2 | e ∈ φ1 ∪ ψ1 ∪ φ2 ∪ ψ2} ∪ S. But for all e ∈ φ1 ∪ ψ1 ∪ φ2 ∪ ψ2,

e ∨D′′
1 ∨D′′

2 is redundant in S′, hence C is redundant in S ∪ S′ by Proposition 3.

– C′ is strongly controlled and σ = id. Then C is also strongly controlled and satisfies

the second condition of the lemma.

The following proposition states that S-constricted clause sets are stable by ground

flat superposition.

Proposition 15 Let S and S′ be sets of clauses such that S is C-controllable and S′

is S-constricted. If D1,D2 ∈ S′, D2 is flat and ground, and {D1, D2} →σ
sel,< C, then

σ is flat and S′ ∪ {C} is S-constricted.

Proof Assume that D1 is flat. By Proposition 14 it cannot be variable-eligible, thus it

must be ground by Proposition 2. Hence both D1 and D2 are flat and ground and so

is C, thus C is strongly controlled by Lemma 8 (1), and S′ ∪ {C} is S-constricted.

Now assume that D1 is not flat. Then D1 6= D2 hence C is deduced by superposi-

tion. Note that since D1 is not variable-eligible, the selected literal in D1 cannot be of

the form x ≃ t with x 6< t. This selected literal cannot be of the form a ≃ b with a, b

constant symbols either, since such a literal cannot be maximal in D1 by definition of

the ordering <.

If the superposition rule is applied from D1 into D2, then since D2 is flat and

ground, the selected term in D1 must also be flat. But we have just seen that this case

is impossible. Therefore, C is deduced by superposition from D2 into D1, and since

there is no superposition into variables, C is of the form D1[b]p ∨D′
2, where D1|p = a

and D2 = a ≃ b∨D′
2. IfD1 is strongly controlled, then C is also strongly controlled. We

now assume that D1 is of the form D′
1 ∨D′′

1 where D′′
1 is flat ground and D′

1 ≡S′

D′′

1

E.
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Necessarily, p must be a position in D′
1. Indeed, D1 is not flat, hence the literals in D′′

1

cannot be selected. Thus C is of the form (D′
1[b]q ∨D′′

1 ∨D′
2). Furthermore,

D′
1[b]q ≡S′

D′

2

D1[a]q ≡S′

D′′

1

E,

thus D′
1[b]q ≡S′

D′′

1
∨D′

2

E. Finally, D′′
1 ∨D′

2 is flat and ground, and if e∨D′′
1 is redundant

w.r.t. S′, then so is e ∨D′′
1 ∨D′

2. This completes the proof.

We now prove that S-constricted clause sets are stable by superposition, and that

all the inferences correspond to flat substitutions.

Lemma 13 Let S and S′ be sets of clauses such that S is C-controllable and S′ is

S-constricted. Let S′′ denote a set of pairwise variable-disjoint renamings of clauses in

S′. If S′′ →σ
sel,< C and C is not redundant in S ∪ S′, then σ is flat and S′ ∪ {C} is

S-constricted.

Proof We assume that no clause in S′′ is flat and ground (otherwise the proof follows

by Proposition 15). If all the clauses in S′′ are controlled, then by Lemma 10, σ is flat

and C is strongly controlled; hence S′ ∪ {C} is S-constricted. If the clauses in S′′ are

not controlled, then they must satisfy Condition 1 of Definition 22, hence C is strongly

controlled and σ is flat by Lemma 12 (because C is not redundant by hypothesis).

We now assume that one clause in S′′ is controlled, and the other is not. Thus,

S′′ contains two clauses of the form L[t]p ∨ D and u ≃ v ∨ D′, and C is of the form

(L[v]p∨D∨D′)σ, where σ is the mgu of t and u. Since no clause in S′ is variable-eligible

by Proposition 14, u is not a variable, and by definition of the calculus, neither is t.

Furthermore, u cannot be a constant since, by definition of the ordering, that would

imply u ≃ v ∨D is flat and ground. Thus t and u are terms of the form f(t1, . . . , tn)

and f(u1, . . . , un) respectively. We distinguish two cases, depending of which of the

clauses in S′′ is controlled.

The clause L ∨D is controlled, but u ≃ v ∨D′ is not. We assume that either L is neg-

ative, or p is not a root position (otherwise the rôles of L∨D and u ≃ v∨D′ can be

swaped and the proof follows from the next point). By Definition 14, this implies

that t is both I0-flat and Inv-closed, and that it cannot contain any symbol in C.

By Proposition 12, u must be C-restricted. If u is of depth 1 then f ∈ C, which is

impossible since t contains no symbol in C. Thus u is of depth at least 2 and by

Lemma 11, t and u cannot be unifiable; we obtain a contradiction.

u ≃ v ∨D′ is controlled and L ∨D is not. Since S′ is S-constricted, by Definition 22,

L∨D must be of the form E1 ∨E2, where E2 is flat and ground, and there exists a

clause E such that E1 ≡S′

E2
E. Since L ∨D is not a C-equation, neither is E, thus,

there exists an e-clause [E | φ] ∈ [S], and for all e ∈ φ, e∨E2 is redundant w.r.t. S′.

Obviously, L must occur in E1, since L contains t which is not flat. Therefore, L∨D

is of the form L ∨ D1 ∨ E2, where E1 = L ∨ D1. Consequently, since E1 ≡S′

E2
E,

the latter is of the form L′ ∨D′
1, where L ≡S′

E2
L′, and D1 ≡S′

E2
D′

1.

Since u ≃ v ∨ D′ is controlled, u contains no symbol in C, except possibly at its

root position if u ≃ v ∨ D′ is a C-equation. By Point (3) of Definition 21, every

eligible term in E that is not a constant is C-restricted; thus, in particular, t must

be C-restricted. Since t and u are unifiable, t must be of depth 1 by Lemma 11, and

therefore, f ∈ C. By Definition 14, this implies that u ≃ v∨D′ is a C-equation. Thus

D′ is flat and ground, and v ∈ Σ0. Moreover, u is of the form f(u1, . . . , un) where
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u1, . . . , un ∈ Σ0. Consequently, σ must be flat, and xσ ∈ Σ0 for every variable x

occurring in t.

Since L′ ∨D′
1 ≡S′

E2
L∨D1, by Proposition 8 [L′ ∨D′

1 | φ] [L∨D1 | φ∪ψ], where

∀e ∈ ψ, e ∨ E2 is redundant in S′. Moreover, it is clear that [L ∨ D1 | φ ∪ ψ]  

[L[v]p ∨D1 | φ∪ψ ∪ {t ≃ v}]σ. By definition of [S], since [L′ ∨D′ | φ] ∈ [S], either

[(L[v]p ∨ D1)σ | φ ∪ ψ ∪ {t ≃ v}] is strongly controlled, in which case C is also

strongly controlled, or it is in [S]. Since tσ = u, the clause (tσ ≃ v) ∨D′ is in S′.

Furthermore, for every e ∈ φ∪ψ, e∨E2 is redundant in S′ (this follows immediately

from the definition of φ and ψ), hence C = L[v]p ∨D1 ∨E2 ∨D
′ satisfies Condition

2 in Definition 22.

We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 6 If S is a C-controllable set of clauses, then S is simply provable.

Proof Let δ be a derivation of clause C starting from S, and let Sδ denote the set of

clauses occurring in δ. We prove by induction on the length of δ that there exists a

simple derivation δ′ of C from S such that Sδ′ is S-constricted.

If C ∈ S then the proof is immediate: it suffices to take δ = δ′ = ε. Assume

now that C is deduced by applying an inference rule between two clauses D1,D2

(possibly with D1 = D2) using the substitution σ = mgu(t, s), where t, s are terms

occurring respectively in D1 and D2. Let δ1, δ2 be the derivations of D1,D2, and let

S′ = Sδ1
∪ Sδ2

. We may assume that C is not redundant w.r.t. S ∪ S′, since otherwise

the inference is useless.

By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that δ1, δ2 are simple, and that Sδ1

and Sδ2
are both S-constricted. This implies that S′ is S-constricted by Proposition

11. By Lemma 13, σ is flat and S′ ∪ {C} is S-constricted; thus Sδ = S′ ∪ {C} is also

S-constricted. By Proposition 14, C is not variable-eligible, and by Proposition 13, C

is I0-flat. Hence Conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 9 hold for δ.

Assume that Condition 4 does not hold, i.e. that a superposition rule is applied

from a clause of the form D2 = u ≃ v ∨D′
2 ∈ S′, where v is a variable. In this case,

u ≃ v ∨D′
2 cannot be variable-preserving, hence this clause is not controlled. But we

have seen in the proof of Lemma 13 that superposition from a non-controlled clause is

impossible.

There remains to prove that Condition 3 of Definition 9 is satisfied. This is actually

not the case for δ in general. When this is not the case, we show how to construct

another derivation δ′ with the same root as δ, and such that Condition 3 holds for δ′.

Assume that t|p = f(t1, . . . , tn), where ti ∈ V, for some i ∈ Inv(f); the other case

is symmetrical. This implies that t is not Inv-closed, i.e. that D1 is not controlled.

By Proposition 12, t is therefore C-restricted. Furthermore, since S′ is S-constricted,

necessarily, D1 must satisfy Point 2 of Definition 22. If D2 satisfies Point 2 of Definition

22, then by Lemma 12, we must have σ = id, since C is not redundant in S∪S′. Thus,

Condition 3 of Definition 9 holds for δ which is simple. We now assume that D2 does

not satisfy Point 2 of Definition 22; this implies that D2 is controlled.

By Proposition 7, since t is C-restricted and I0-flat, t|p must be of depth 1 and f

must belong to C. Since D2 is controlled, s cannot be variable-eligible in D2, and the

symbol f must occur in s. Thus, since f ∈ C occurs in D2, the latter must be a C-

equation, and be of the form f(s1, . . . , sn) ≃ c∨E, where s = f(s1, . . . , sn). Therefore,

C must be of the form (D1[c]q∨E)σ. Furthermore, since S′ is S-constricted,D2 satisfies

Point (1) of Definition 22, so that S contains a clause D′
2 = f(s′1, . . . , s

′
n) ≃ c′ ∨ E′
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such that D′
2 ≡S′

E D2. In particular, for all j ∈ [1..n], sj ≡S′

E s′j , hence sj ≃ s′j ∨ E

is redundant w.r.t. S′. For j ∈ [1..n], if tj ∈ Σ0, then we must have sj = tj , since

t, s are unifiable, and s1, . . . , sn ∈ Σ0. If tj 6= s′j , then ti can be replaced by s′i by

an unordered superposition from the clause sj ≃ s′j ∨ E. We obtain a term that is

necessarily unifiable with f(s′1, . . . , s
′
n), since t is linear by Definition 17. Consequently,

we can apply the superposition rule between D1 and the resulting clause, to obtain a

clause that subsumes (D1[c
′]q∨E∨E′)σ. Using the superposition rule again on constant

symbols, we can transform E′ into E, since E ≡S′

E E′, and c′ into c, since c ≡S′

E c′.

Therefore, the derivation thus constructed generates C. In this derivation, t is unified

with the term f(s′1, . . . , s
′
n) that occurs in S. Thus Condition 3 holds for this inference.

The additional inference steps are ground, thus trivially satisfy the desired conditions.

This proves that the obtained derivation δ′ is simple, and Sδ′ is S-controlled, since the

clauses in Sδ′ are obtained from clauses in Sδ by replacing constant symbols by other

constant symbols.

6 Implementation and examples

6.1 Algorithms

Testing whether a set S is C-controllable is not an obvious task, since it requires deter-

mining the subset of function symbols C ⊆ Σ and the sets of indices I0(f), Inv(f), Ivp(f)

for every function symbol f ∈ Σ, in order to compute the set [S] and verify that the

conditions of Definition 21 are satisfied. This task can of course be automated, and has

been implemented at http://membres-lig.imag.fr/peltier/fish.html. A CAML-

like pseudo-code description of the algorithm is provided in Figure 4. Our current

program only implements the procedure Is C-Controllable aux, i.e. Ivp, I0, Inv

and C are assumed to be given (as well as the selection function and the ordering).

This information must be provided in the input file, together with the theory (see for

instance http://membres-liglab.imag.fr/peltier/smt).

The algorithm of Figure 4 is a direct translation of the previous definitions, and

can clearly be optimized. A few obvious optimizations can be applied to procedure

Is C-Controllable(S). For example, any function symbol f that never occurs in a

non-ground term can be handled immediately: it suffices to set Ivp(f) = I0(f) = ∅

and Inv(f) = [1..n], and there is no need to consider the subsets C that contain f .

As it is defined, procedure Compute E-Clauses(S) is hugely inefficient because of

the nested for loops, which generate a very large set, especially if Σ contains many

constant symbols. In practice, it is actually useless to generate S′ explicitly. Instead, in

our implementation, [S] is computed in a symbolic way, replacing constant symbols by

special variables, and the conditions are checked directly on this abstract representation

of [S] rather than on [S] itself, taking into account the fact that the constants can be

renamed arbitrarily. This affects both the unification algorithm (constant symbols are

allowed to be substituted by other constant symbols) and the selection function (one

has to check that a term is eligible modulo a renaming of constant symbols). A formal

treatment of this optimization is out of the scope of this paper.

6.2 C-Controllable Theories

Using our implementation, we were able to prove that our instantiation scheme can

be safely applied to solve SMT problems in all the theories defined in [3,2]. Below

are listed some of the theories that can be handled by our scheme; they have all been

checked automatically by our implementation. Appendix D contains the corresponding

input file, which gives in particular the list of symbols in C and the value of I0, Ivp
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Is C-Controllable(S) =
for all sets Ivp(f), I0(f), Inv(f) associated to symbol f of arity n

such that Ivp(f) ⊆ [1..n] and I0(f) ∪ Inv(f) = [1..n] do
for all sets C ⊆ Σ \Σ0 do

if Is C-Controllable aux(S,Ivp,I0,Inv,C) then return true

return false

Is C-Controllable aux(S,Ivp,I0,Inv,C) =
// test of Condition 1
if S is not I0-flat then return false

else let S′ = Compute E-Clauses(S) in
for all [C | φ] in S′ do
// test of Conditions 2 and 3

if C is variable eligible or
C contains an eligible term that is not C-restricted then
return false

for all [C | φ], [D | ψ] in S′ such that {C,D} →σ
sel,< E do

// test of Condition 4
if (E is not redundant w.r.t. φ ∪ ψ ∪ S) and

(σ 6= id or E is not strongly controlled) then
return false

return true

Compute E-Clauses(S) =
let S′ = {[C | ∅] | C ∈ S is not strongly controlled and not a C-equation}
and T = S′ in

while T 6= ∅ do
let [C | φ] ∈ T in
T := T \ {C}
for all terms t of depth at most 1 occurring at position p in C do

if the head symbol of t is in C ∪Σ0 then
for all flat ground substitutions θ of domain V(t),
for all constants c ∈ Σ0 do

let [D | ψ] = [C[c]p | φ ∪ {t ≃ c}] in
if D is not strongly controlled then
S′ := S′ ∪ {[D | ψ]}
T := T ∪ {[D | ψ]}

return S′

Fig. 4 Testing whether a set is C-controllable

and Inv for each function symbol (as well as the definition of the selection function).

Due to the many constraints and restrictions, it is easy to check that the choice of the

parameters is more or less unique (except on some minor aspects, e.g. the definition

of Ivp is actually required only for symbols whose semantics are defined by axioms

involving equations between variables, such as the function select of the theory of

arrays). The intuition behind the choice of the indexes in I0 and Inv should be clear

from the definitions and explanations in Section 2.3: I0(f) is the set of indexes of the

arguments of f that should be flat (variable or constant symbols), and Inv(f) is the

set of indexes that should not be variables. Ivp(f) can be viewed as the set of indexes i

such that ti cannot be replaced in a term f(t1, . . . , tn) by flat superpositions, without

being instantiated; the variables in these terms are thus guaranteed never to become

eligible in the clause generated by this superposition.

Intuitively, C may be viewed as a set of constructors: equations on terms with head

symbol f ∈ C are restricted to ground terms already occurring in the initial clause set
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(i.e. to constant symbols, since the set is flattened). Thus the axioms can only assert

properties of these ground terms (for instance Axiom (a3) states that an array t such

that symm(t) ≃ true is indeed symmetric) but cannot derive new equations on such

symbols (except those involving already existing terms, e.g. car(a) ≃ b can be derived

from b ≃ cons(a, c)).

Natural Numbers

(n1) 0 6≃ succ(x)

(n2) x ≃ y ∨ succ(x) 6≃ succ(y)

(n3) 0 < succ(x)

(n4) x 6< y ∨ succ(x) < succ(y)

Integer Offsets

(i1) p(s(x)) ≃ x

(i2) s(p(x)) ≃ x

(i3) sn−i(x) 6≃ pi(x) n > 0

The theory of Integer Offsets Modulo k can also be handled.

Ordering

(o1) x 6≺ y ∨ y 6≺ z ∨ x ≺ z

(o2) x 6≺ y ∨ y 6≺ x

Arrays

(a1) select(store(x, z, v), z) ≃ v

(a2) z ≃ w ∨ select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w)

(a3) symm(x) 6≃ true ∨ select(select(x, z), w) ≃ select(select(x,w), z)

(a4) injective(x) 6≃ true ∨ z ≃ w ∨ select(x, z) 6≃ select(x,w)

The theory of records can be handled in a similar way. The literals symm(t) 6≃ true

and injective(t) 6≃ true must be selected in the clauses above.

Encryption

(e1) dec(enc(x, y), y) = x

(e2) enc(dec(x, y), y) = x

These axioms encode encryption and decryption with a symmetric key. The encryp-

tion operation takes a clear-text and a key and produces a cipher-text. The decryption

operation inverses the encryption by extracting a clear-text from a cipher-text using

the same key.

(Possibly Empty) Lists

(l1) car(cons(x, y)) ≃ x

(l2) cdr(cons(x, y)) ≃ y

(l3) x ≃ nil ∨ cons(car(x),cdr(x)) ≃ x

(l4) cons(x, y) 6≃ nil
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(Possibly Empty) Doubly Linked Lists

(ll1) x = nil ∨ next(x) = nil ∨ prev(next(x)) = x

(ll2) x = nil ∨ prev(x) = nil ∨ next(prev(x)) = x

(ll3) prev(x) ≃ nil ∨ prev(y) ≃ nil ∨ x ≃ y ∨ x ≃ nil ∨ y ≃ nil

∨prev(x) 6≃ prev(y)

(ll4) next(x) ≃ nil ∨ next(y) ≃ nil ∨ x ≃ y ∨ x ≃ nil ∨ y ≃ nil

next(x) 6≃ next(y)

ll3 and ll4 are logical consequence of ll1, ll2, but it is necessary to include these

axioms explicitly in order to satisfy the conditions of Definition 21.

Other recursive data-structures can be handled in a similar way.

Others

The union of these theories is also C-controllable. Furthermore, if a theory T is C-

controllable, and if S is a set of clauses containing only C-equations and ground flat

clauses, then T ∪S is also C-controllable (see Proposition 10). This property is essential

in practice, because one only has to check the controllability condition once and for all

on T .

One interesting point is that the superposition calculus does not necessarily ter-

minate on C-controllable clause sets. For instance, g(x) ≃ f(g(y)) is obviously C-

controllable (even controlled), but the superposition calculus deduces an infinite num-

ber of clauses of the form g(x) ≃ fn(g(y)). This shows evidence of the interest of the

instantiation method introduced in Section 3.

Sometimes non-controlled clauses may be reduced to controlled ones by simple

equivalence-preserving transformations. For instance, assume that the signature is

sorted and that an ordering ≺ on the sort symbols is given. Assume furthermore that

there exists a sort s such that for every function f : s1 × . . . × sn → s and for every

i ∈ [1..n]: si ≺ s. Then every quantified formula ∀x : s.φ can be replaced by the (equiv-

alent) conjunction:
∧

f :s→s ∀x : s.φ{x → f(x)}. f ranges over the set of functions of

range s and x denotes a vector of distinct fresh variables of sort s. This process nec-

essarily terminates since a variable of sort s is replaced by variables of sorts strictly

lower than s.

If the previous property holds for every sort symbol (i.e. the clause set is stratified

in the sense of [1]), then the clause set can be transformed into an equivalent controlled

one by repeating this transformation for every non-minimal sort. It is easy to check

that the obtained formula is controlled (it suffices to take for every function symbol of

arity n, Inv(f) = [1..n] if the range of f is not minimal and I0(f) = [1..n] otherwise).

Another interesting case is when S contains terms of depth at most 1. S is nec-

essarily I0-flat and Inv-closed (it suffices to take I0(f) = [1..n] for every symbol f of

arity n). Then S is controlled if and only if it is variable-preserving. Thus the class of

variable-preserving clauses of depth 1 is decidable, although the superposition calculus

does not terminate on this class and the corresponding Herbrand universe is infinite in

the general case.

6.3 An Example of Application: the Theory of Arrays

It is worth investigating how our approach applies to well-known theories, such as

the theory of arrays, for which efficient instantiation schemes are already known [11].

Let φ be a ground formula built on a signature containing only constant symbols
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and the functions select and store, as defined by Axioms (a1) and (a2). By flat-

tening and (structural) transformation into clausal normal form, φ can be reduced to

an equisatisfiable set of ground clauses S1 ∪ S2 where S2 is flat and S1 only contains

equations of the form select(a, i) ≃ e and store(a, i, e) ≃ b (a, b, i, e are constant sym-

bols). As seen before, {(a1), (a2)}∪S1 ∪S2 is C-controllable. The instantiation scheme

can be applied as follows. Obviously, the instantiation rule (I) applies on the clauses

(a1) and (a2), using the terms store(x, z, v) and store(a, i, e) and generates instances

select(store(a, i, e), i) ≃ e and i ≃ w ∨ select(store(a, i, e), w) ≃ select(a,w), for

every equation of the form store(a, i, e) ≃ b occurring in S2. This step is rather stan-

dard and similar to what is done in existing approaches (see for instance [11,7]). Then

the rule may be applied to the term select(a,w), to generate the following ground

clause: i ≃ i′ ∨ select(store(a, i, e), i′) ≃ select(a, i′), for each previously generated

clause and for each term of the form select(a′, i′) ≃ e′ occurring in S1. If the clauses

are normalized during the instantiation step, replacing the terms store(a, i, e) by b,

then one could obtain instead: select(b, i) ≃ e and i ≃ i′∨select(b, i′) ≃ select(a, i′).

Note that in contrast to other existing approaches, variable w is not instantiated

by all possible indexes, but only by those really occurring in a select term. This

is (probably) not very significant if the instantiation scheme is applied eagerly (i.e.

once and for all on the initial clause set), because in this case it is very likely that

every constant of sort index will appear as the second argument of a select (besides

pathological cases). However, if the instantiation scheme is applied lazily then since the

current branch does not contain in general all literals of head select, many potential

indexes may be discarded.

Obviously, the instantiation rule can also be applied the other way round. First

the term select(store(x, z, v), z) in (a1) can be pseudo-unified with select(a′, i′),

yielding a clause select(store(x, i′, v), i′) ≃ v, and then the rule can be applied to

the term store(x, i′, v), which produces: i ≃ i′ ∨ select(store(a, i′, e), i′) ≃ e. But

obviously the resulting clause is less general than select(store(a, i, e), i) ≃ e, thus it

is redundant.

To summarize, the non-ground axioms (a1) and (a2) can be replaced by the ground

set consisting of (a1) and (a2) instantiated by λ, along with select(store(a, i, e), i) ≃ e

and i ≃ i′∨select(store(a, i, e), i′) ≃ select(a, i′) (or, if clauses are normalized on the

fly, by select(b, i) ≃ e and i ≃ i′ ∨ select(b, i′) ≃ select(a, i′)), for every equations

store(a, i, e) ≃ b and select(b′, i′) ≃ e′ occurring in S1.

6.4 Experimental Results

We illustrate our approach by applying it on a standard example (see for instance [2]),

namely the commutativity of the store operation: the result of storing a set of elements

at distinct positions in an array does not depend on the ordering on the elements.

Formally, if γ is a permutation of [1..n], then {(a1), (a2),
∧

0≤j<k≤n ij 6≃ ik} |= tn ≃ sn,

where tn and sn are defined inductively as follows:

– t0
def

= s0
def

= t,

– tk+1
def

= store(tk, ik+1, uk+1),

– sk+1
def

= store(sk, iγ(k+1), uγ(k+1)).

This is encoded by considering 4 lists of constant symbols: i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jn,

u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vn. Intuitively jk and vk denote iγ(k) and uγ(k) respectively. One

has to state that (jk, vk)k∈[1..n] is a permutation of (ik, vk)k∈[1..n] which is stated as

follows:
∧n

l=1

∧n
k=i+1(il 6≃ ik) ∧

∧n
l=1

∨n
k=1(il ≃ jk) ∧ (ul ≃ vk).
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Since there are exponentially many possible distinct permutations, the difficulty of

the problem increases very quickly. For instance, for n = 2, we obtain the conjunction

of the following formulae:

(a1)

(a2)

store(store(t, i1, u1), i2, u2) ≃ store(store(t, j1, v1), j2, v2)

i1 6≃ i2

[(i1 ≃ j1) ∧ (u1 ≃ v1)] ∨ [(i1
def

= j2) ∧ (u1 ≃ v2)]

[(i2 ≃ j1) ∧ (u2 ≃ v1)] ∨ [(i2
def

= j2) ∧ (u2 ≃ v2)]

We provide the results (in seconds) obtained with our instantiation scheme com-

bined with the SMT-solver Yices [19] which is used to check the validity of the resulting

set of ground instances (in the empty theory) and with Yices alone (Yices uses the tech-

niques described in [11] for handling the theory of arrays). The instantiation time is

included, but it is very short (a few ms), even on the larger instances.

n (I)+Yices Yices alone

5 0.078 0.063

7 0.391 0.344

8 1.234 1.094

9 7.781 6.828

10 38.375 98.563

11 1033.06 2018.5

As can be seen from the above table, our instantiation scheme (applied eagerly) is

fully competitive with Yices’s lazy instantiation technique. It is even more efficient on

harder instances. This may be due to the fact that when n is large enough, the number

of branches in the DPLL tree becomes so important that it is more efficient to perform

the instantiation once and for all at the root level.

Of course, our generic approach is more relevant and useful when applied on the-

ories (or combination of theories) for which no semantic instantiation scheme is avail-

able. Consider the following example. Obviously, a symmetric array stays so when the

following operations are performed:

– Replacement of the elements on the diagonal by arbitrary values.

– Replacement of the symmetrical elements at positions [i, j] and [j, i] by the same

value.

The formula below encodes these properties for a sequence of n operations. Starting

from an array t, we successively replace the element at position [ei, e
′
i] by vi and the

element at position [e′i, ei] by v′i, where for every i ∈ [1..n], either ei = e′i or vi = v′i.

More precisely, for every n ∈ N, we have

{(a1), (a2), (a3), symm(t), E} |= select(select(tn, z), w) ≃ select(select(tn, w), z),

where:

– E
def

=
∧n

i=1 ei ≃ e′i ∨ vi ≃ v′i;

– tn is defined as follows:

– t0
def

= t,

– t′i
def

= store(ti, ei+1, store(select(ti, ei+1), e
′
i+1, vi+1)).
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– ti+1
def

= store(t′i, e
′
i, store(select(t

′
i, e

′
i), ei, v

′
i)),

Bidimensional arrays are encoded as arrays whose elements are 1-dimensional ar-

rays. Of course, it would be possible (and actually much more natural and conve-

nient) to extend the axioms (a1), (a2) in order to handle pairs of indexes. We prefer

to use bidimensional arrays to make the problem artificially more difficult. Solving the

same problem with bidimensional arrays is actually a trivial task, since only one non-

redundant instance of Axiom (a3) may be generated (both our instantiation scheme

and Yices’s quantifier elimination heuristics detect this).

For instance, for n = 2, we obtain:

(a1)

(a2)

(a3)

symm(t)

e1 ≃ e′1 ∨ v1 ≃ v′1
e2 ≃ e′2 ∨ v′2 ≃ v′2

t′0 = store(t, e′1, store(select(t, e1), e
′
1, v1))

t1 = store(t′0, e1, store(select(t, e
′
1), e1, v

′
1))

t′1 = store(t1, e
′
2, store(select(t, e2), e

′
2, v2))

t2 = store(t′1, e2, store(select(t, e
′
2), e2, v

′
2))

select(select(t, i), j) 6≃ select(select(t, j), i)

The results are summarized in the following table. They show that our instanti-

ation scheme is less efficient than the one used by Yices on this example (however

completeness is not guaranteed for the latter).

n (I)+Yices Yices alone

3 0.093 0.078

4 0.14 0.312

5 3.094 1.672

6 19.844 14.062

7 82.703 40.703

8 255.718 88.094

We now provide a simple example that is outside the scope of Yices’s quantifier

elimination heuristics. From an n-dimensional array t, one can construct n arrays of

dimension n − 1: t′1, . . . , t
′
n by considering successively the projections of t on the

indices e1, . . . , en belonging to the first, second, . . . , nth dimension respectively. More

precisely, for k = 1, . . . , n, tk[x1, . . . , xn−1] represents the (n − 1)-dimensional array

t[x1, . . . , xk−1, ek, xk, . . . , xn−1]. The problem is to show that the arrays t′1, . . . , t
′
n

have a nonempty intersection. Encoding the problem as is makes it simple to solve

by our instantiation scheme, because the latter generates only one ground instance of

each term. In order to make the problem more difficult, the multidimensional arrays

are encoded as jagged arrays, i.e. as 1-dimensional arrays whose elements are arrays

themselves. This is done inductively by inductively defining the terms ski and tkj as
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follows:

sk0
def

= t′k,

ski+1
def

= select(ski , xi+1) where 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2;

tk0
def

= t,

tki+1
def

= select(tki , xi+1) if 0 ≤ i < k − 1,

tkk
def

= select(tkk−1, ek),

tki+1
def

= select(tki , xi) if k − 1 < i ≤ n− 1.

The fact that t′k is a projection on the kth dimension of array t is expressed by the for-

mula ∀x1, . . . , xn−1.s
k
n−1 ≃ tkn, and the fact that the t′ks have a nonempty intersection

is formalized by:

{∀x1, . . . , xn−1. s
k
n−1 ≃ tkn | k ∈ [1..n]} |= ∃y.

n∧

i=1

∃x1, . . . , xn−1. s
i
n−1 ≃ y.

For n = 2, we thus test the unsatisfiability of the following clause set, stating that

any arbitrary row and column in a bidimensional array must intersect somewhere:

∀z. select(t′1, z) ≃ select(select(t, e1), z)

∀w. select(t′2, w) ≃ select(select(t,w), e2)

∀x, y. select(t′1, x) 6≃ select(t′2, y)

The results are depicted in the table below.

n (I)+Yices

2 0.078

3 0.125

4 3.281

5 227.781

The number of instances increases exponentionally with n. Without using the in-

stantiation scheme, Yices fails to detect the unsatisfiability of the formulas (i.e. it

returns “unknown”), except for the trivial case n = 1. In fact, even when the prob-

lem is encoded using multidimensional arrays instead of jagged arrays, Yices does not

detect the unsatisfiability of the formulas. This is not surprising since the quantifier

elimination heuristics it uses are not complete and because, in contrast to the previous

case, it is rather difficult to determine a priori (i.e. without constructing the proof)

what the relevant instances are.

7 Discussion

In this paper we presented an instantiation scheme that permits to solve SMT problems

in several theories of interest by simply testing the satisfiability of a set of ground

clauses in first-order logic with equality. We also provided a set of syntactic conditions

that guarantee the completeness of the scheme; these conditions have been implemented

and were used to prove the scheme can be applied to the theories of Section 6. Note

that these conditions do not assume that the set of axioms is saturated, although some

partial saturation is sometimes required (see Section 5). The present paper is mostly

focused on theoretical issues although some preliminary experiments are presented.
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The scheme itself can be integrated into any SMT solver. Such an integration would

permit to test which of the eager or lazy instantiation modes is the more efficient in

practice. It will also be interesting to see whether model generation techniques can be

applied to our setting, to generate relevant counter-examples for SMT problems.

There are some theories that are quite simple to define, but cannot be handled

by our scheme. One such example is the theory of arrays, augmented with a constant

predicate. This theory is defined by the axioms (a1), (a2) of Section 6, along with

axioms of the form

(cst) ¬cst(a, v) ∨ select(a, x) ≃ v.

The predicate cst(a, e) expresses the fact that the array a only contains the value e.

This theory cannot be controlled. Indeed, since the equation z ≃ w occurs in (a2), w

must occur in IV (select(store(x, z, v), w) ≃ select(x,w)), according to Definition

13. But in this case, index 2 must be in Ivp(select), and the clause select(a, x) ≃ v

cannot be variable-preserving, since x ∈ IV(select(a, x)) but x does not occur in the

term v. This theory is not C-controllable either, since this would imply that select ∈ C,

so that (a2) or (cst) can be reduced into a controlled clause by superposition from a

C-equation, (see Point 3 of Definition 21). But obviously, in this case new C-equations

can be derived (e.g. by superposition into the term store(x, z, v) of (a1)). These C-

equations are not strongly controlled by Definition, and this is explicitly forbidden by

Point 4 of Definition 21. It turns out that the instantiation scheme is not complete for

this theory. For example, the set of ground equations

1 : cst(a, 0),

2 : cst(b, 1),

3 : b ≃ store(a, 0, 1),

4 : 0 6≃ 1

is unsatisfiable. Indeed, clauses 1 and 2 imply that select(a, 1) ≃ 0, select(b, 1) ≃ 1.

But since b ≃ store(a, 0, 1) and 0 6≃ 1 we have by (a2): select(b, 1) ≃ select(a, 1) ≃

0 6≃ 1. However, it is easy to check that the instantiation scheme cannot instantiate

the variable w in (a2) by 1, since 1 does not occur on the scope of a function symbol

select. Thus the clause set obtained by instantiation is satisfiable. A closer inspection

of this example shows that the theory of arrays augmented with a constant predicate

can entail a finite cardinality clause, and our scheme does not handle these clauses,

since they are trivially variable-eligible. We intend to investigate how such problematic

cases can be avoided by applying the instantiation scheme to only a limited number of

the clauses under consideration, in order to reason modulo the remaining clauses. This

might allow us to handle specific theories such as bitvectors, or infinitely axiomatized

theories, such as Presburger arithmetic or acyclic data structures.

Another direction to explore is how to raise the restriction that the instantiation

rule only takes into account ground terms that occur in the original set of clauses.

We intend to investigate how the heuristic techniques for quantifier reasoning may

permit to consider new complex terms that can be used by the instantiation rule.

Hopefully, taking these new terms into account will lead to a new scheme which will be

incomplete, as it may falsely assert that a set is satisfiable, but will be able to perform

more quantifier reasoning.

Another point that also deserves further investigation is the definition of an efficient

algorithm for computing, for a given a clause set S, all the necessary parameters that

make S controllable: selection function, ordering, set of function symbols C and index
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functions I0, Inv and Ivp. Our current implementation assumes that all these parameters

are given, and we intend to implement several optimizations in an upcoming version

of our program. Actually, the difficult point is to compute the selection function (a

crucial point, as evidenced by Example 13) and the set of symbols C. Then the index

functions may be easily derived from the definitions.
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The following technical appendices contain additional definitions and detailed proofs of
important theorems used in the paper.

A Proof of Theorem 3

A.1 Derivation trees

Handling derivations in the usual sense is not really convenient for proving Theorem 3 because
one has to apply complex transformations on derivations, involving for instance renamings
of variables and propagations of instantiations. In order to properly handle these issues, we
introduce the notion of derivation trees. These derivation trees allow us to keep track of the
variables involved in derivations in a simple way.

We first fix a special deduction relation:

Definition 23 We denote by →σ the relation →σ

sel,<
, where < denotes the smallest mono-

tonic ordering such that t < s if either t is a proper subterm of s or if t ∈ Σ0 and s 6∈ Σ0 and
sel denotes the selection function defined as follows:

– sel(C) = C if C is flat.
– Otherwise, sel(C) is the set of literals in C that are either not flat or not ground4.

This relation corresponds to a (partially) unrestricted version of the calculus (in the sense
that the conditions on the inferences are as weak as possible), which is of course inefficient,
but correct.

Definition 24 (Derivation tree) The class of derivation trees for a set of clauses S is the
smallest set of expressions of the form τ = [C,T , σ], such that:

4 Obviously sel(C) contains all the maximal literals in C.
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[f(x1) ≃ g(x1), ∅, {x 7→ x1}] [f(x2) ≃ a, ∅, {x 7→ x2}]

[g(x1) ≃ a, •, {x2 7→ x1}] [g(x4) 6≃ a, ∅, {y 7→ x4}]

[a 6≃ a, •, {x1 7→ x4}]

[�,•, id]

{x2 → x1}

{x1 → x4}

id

Fig. 5 Derivation tree of Example 15

– C is a clause, called the root of the tree and denoted by root(τ);
– T is a (possibly empty) set of pairwise variable-disjoint derivation trees for S;
– σ is a substitution;
– if T 6= ∅ then root(T ) →σ C; otherwise, C is of the form Dσ, where D ∈ S and σ is a

renaming.

The notation root(T ) is defined in a standard way as follows:

root(T )
def

= {root(τ) | τ ∈ T }.

A derivation tree [C,T , σ] is flat if σ is flat and every derivation tree τ ∈ T is flat. A refutation
tree is a derivation tree of root �.

The set of clauses S may remain implicit, in which case we will simply talk about derivation
trees.

Example 15 Let S = {f(x) ≃ g(x), f(x) ≃ a, g(y) 6≃ a}. Then starting with the derivation
trees

τ1 = [f(x1) ≃ g(x1), ∅, {x 7→ x1}] and τ2 = [f(x2) ≃ a, ∅, {x 7→ x2}],

we may construct the derivation tree τ3 = [g(x1) ≃ a, {τ1, τ2}, σ], where σ = {x2 → x1}.
Consider τ4 = [g(x4) 6≃ a, ∅, {y 7→ x4}] and σ′ = {x1 → x4}, then τ = [a 6≃ a, {τ3, τ4}, σ′]

and τ ′ = [�, {τ}, id] are derivation trees for S, which is unsatisfiable.
A graphical representation of τ ′ is provided in Figure 5. The black dots denote the deriva-

tion trees immediately below.

When clear from the context, we will keep the substitutions implicit in the graphical
representations.

A.2 Restricted classes of derivation trees

We now restate the conditions on the derivations using the more precise formalism of deriva-
tion trees. The definition is actually slightly weaker than Definition 9 since the ordering and
selection function are less restrictive.

Definition 25 (Simple Derivation Tree) Let S be a set of clauses. A derivation tree
τ = [C,T , σ] of S, where σ is an mgu of two terms t, s, is simple if it satisfies the following
conditions:
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1. σ is flat.
2. C is I0-flat (see Section 2.3), and not variable-eligible (see Section 2.2).
3. If there is a position p such that t|p = f(t1, . . . , tn) (resp. s|p = f(t1, . . . , tn)) and ti ∈ V

for some i ∈ Inv(f), then either s|p (resp. t|p) occurs in S or σ = id.
4. If C is obtained using superposition/paramodulation by replacing a term uσ by vσ, then

vσ 6∈ V .
5. Every derivation tree in T is simple.

A set of clauses S is simply provable if for all clauses C, if S admits a derivation tree of
root C then S also admits a simple derivation tree of root C. A class of clause sets S is simply
provable if every set of clauses in S is simply provable.

We first need to introduce additional definitions and results about derivation trees.

Definition 26 The depth of a derivation tree is inductively defined as follows:

depth([C, ∅, σ])
def

= 0, and depth([C, T , σ])
def

= 1 + max
τ∈T

depth(τ).

The set of variables occurring in a derivation tree τ , denoted by V(τ), is the set of variables
defined as follows:

V([C, T , σ])
def

= V(C) ∪
⋃

τ ′∈T

V(τ ′)

where V(C) denotes the set of variables in C.

Example 16 In Example 15, the derivation tree τ ′ is of depth 3, and the set of variables
occuring in τ ′ is V(τ ′) = {x1, x2, x4}.

We also define the composition of the unifiers over a derivation tree.

Definition 27 Given a derivation tree τ , the substitution µτ denotes the composition of the
unifiers in τ , which is formally defined as follows:

µ[C,∅,σ]
def

= id,

µ[C,T ,σ]
def

= (
⋃

τ∈T

µτ )σ.

This notation is well-defined since the trees in T are mutually variable-disjoint. Note that
the initial renamings of clauses are not taken into account in the construction of µτ . Thus,
these substitutions only make sense when applied to the clauses of S that have already been
renamed.

Example 17 In Example 15, we have σ = {x2 → x1} and σ′ = {x1 → x4}, hence µτ = σσ′ =
{x2 → x4, x1 → x4}, and µτ ′ = µτ .

We obtain a first result for keeping track of a variable in a derivation tree.

Proposition 16 Let τ = [C,T , σ] be a derivation tree. If x ∈ V(C) then x 6∈ dom(µτ ).

Proof By an immediate induction on the depth of the tree. The variable x cannot occur in
dom(σ), since by definition of the calculus, σ is applied to the clauses in T to generated C,
and is idempotent.

We define a subclass of simple derivation trees that will serve as a link between a derivation
tree for S and one for Ŝλ.

Definition 28 (Pure Derivation Trees) A derivation tree τ is pure if it is simple and if
µτ is pure (this implies that every subtree of τ is pure).

We define the notions of instantiated and uninstantiated hypotheses in a derivation tree.
These sets represent the clauses occurring in the original set of clauses, in their instantiated
and uninstantiated versions.
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Definition 29 Given a derivation tree τ , we denote by hyp(τ) the set of uninstantiated hy-
potheses of τ , and by hypinst(τ) the set of instantiated hypotheses of τ . Formally:

hyp([C, ∅, σ])
def

= hypinst([C, ∅, σ])
def

= {Cσ},

hyp([C,T , σ])
def

=
⋃

τ∈T

hyp(τ),

hypinst([C,T , σ])
def

=
⋃

τ∈T

hypinst(τ)σ.

A clause C is a main hypothesis of a flat tree τ if C ∈ hyp(τ) and if for any variable x ∈ V(C)
and for any unifier σ occuring in τ , we have xσ ∈ V(C) ∪Σ0.

Example 18 Suppose τ = [�,T , {x → a}], where T = {[p(x, b), ∅, id], [¬p(a, y), ∅, id]}. Then
hyp(τ) = {p(x, b),¬p(a, y)} and hypinst(τ) = {p(a, b),¬p(a, b)}.

It will sometimes be useful to replace a subtree in a simple or pure derivation tree by
another one. This operation is harmless. Consider for example a derivation tree τ = [C,T , σ]
that is simple (resp. pure), and let τ ′ ∈ T . Let τ ′′ be a simple (resp. pure) derivation tree
with the same root as τ ′, and such that the only variables τ and τ ′′ have in common are those
occurring in root(τ ′′). Then [C,T ′, σ], where T ′ = (T \ {τ ′}) ∪ {τ ′′}, is a simple (resp. pure)
derivation tree with the same root as τ . This result can be generalized to any subtree of τ :

Proposition 17 Let τ be a simple (resp. pure) derivation tree for a set of clauses S, and
τ ′ = [C,T , σ] be a subtree of τ . Let τ ′′ be a simple (resp. pure) derivation tree for S such
that:

– τ ′ and τ ′′ have the same root,
– the only variables τ and τ ′′ have in common are those occurring in C.

Then the derivation tree obtained by replacing τ ′ by τ ′′ in τ is also a simple (resp. pure)
derivation tree for S, with the same root as τ .

If τ and τ ′′ have more variables in common than those in C, then the other variables
can of course be renamed, thus yielding a derivation tree that satisfies all the conditions of
Proposition 17.

Example 19 Consider the set of clauses

S = {f(x) ≃ f ′(x), f(x) ≃ g′(x), f ′(x) ≃ h(x), h(x) ≃ g′(x), g(x) ≃ h(x)}.

The derivation trees τ (top) and τ ′ (bottom) of Figure 6 have the same root and are both
pure; τ ′ was obtained from τ by replacing the subtree of root f(x2) ≃ h(x2), with the dashed
lines, by the subtree with the bold lines. Note that these subtrees only have x2 as a common
variable.

We define a last class of derivation trees, the most constrained one, which permits only
basic inferences to be carried out on a set of clauses. This class will allow us to discard the
basic inferences in the construction of a derivation tree.

Definition 30 (Elementary Derivation Tree) A derivation tree [C,T , σ] is elementary if
T = ∅ or T = {τ, τ ′}, where τ is elementary and τ ′ is pure and has a ground root.

Note that every elementary tree is pure. We introduce the following measure on derivation
trees:

Definition 31 Given a derivation tree τ , the measure δ(τ) is defined inductively by:

– δ(τ)
def

= 0 if τ is elementary.

– δ([C, T , σ])
def

= 1 + maxτ∈T δ(τ) otherwise.

In particular, this measure is unaffected by the adjunction of a flat ground clause to a
hypothesis in a pure derivation trees:
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[f(x4) ≃ f ′(x4), ∅] [f ′(x2) ≃ h(x2), ∅]

[f(x2) ≃ h(x2), •] [g(x3) ≃ h(x3), ∅]

[f(x3) ≃ g(x3), •]

[f(x2) ≃ g′(x2), ∅] [h(y1) ≃ g′(y1), ∅]

[f(x2) ≃ h(x2), •] [g(x3) ≃ h(x3), ∅]

[f(x3) ≃ g(x3), •]
τ

τ ′

Fig. 6 Derivation trees of Example 19 (the substitutions are omitted for the sake of readabil-
ity)

Proposition 18 Let τ = [C,T , σ] be a pure derivation tree for a set of clauses S, D ∈ hyp(τ),
and consider a flat, ground clause E. Then there exists a pure derivation tree τ ′ of root C∨E
for S ∪ {D ∨E}, such that δ(τ ′) = δ(τ).

Proof We prove the result by induction on the depth of τ . If T = ∅, then the result is obvious,
since necessarily C = D. Now assume T = {τ1, τ2}, where D1,D2 are the respective roots
of τ1, τ2, and w.l.o.g., suppose D ∈ hyp(τ1). Then by definition {D1, D2} →σ C, and by the
induction hypothesis, there is a pure derivation tree τ ′1 of root D1 ∨E for S ∪ {D ∨E}. Since
no ordering conditions are considered in the calculus, the literals in E have no influence on
the derivation, and it is clear that {D1 ∨ E,D2} →σ C ∨ E. Thus, τ ′ = [C ∨ E, {τ ′1, τ2}, σ] is
a pure derivation tree for S ∪ {D ∨ E}, and obviously, δ(τ ′) = δ(τ).

A.3 Swapping variables in pure derivation trees.

Given a pure derivation tree, we will sometimes construct a new derivation tree with the same
properties as the original one, by swapping some of its variables, as in the following example.

Example 20 Let S = {f(x, y) ≃ g(x, y), f(y, y) ≃ h(y)}, and consider the clauses

C1 = f(x1, x2) ≃ g(x1, x2),
C2 = f(y1, y1) ≃ h(y1),
C = g(y1, y1) ≃ h(y1),

and the substitutions

σ1 = {x 7→ x1, y 7→ x2},

σ2 = {y 7→ y1}.
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Let τ1 = [C1, ∅, σ1], τ2 = [C2, ∅, σ2], and σ = {x1 → y1, x2 → y1}; then τ = [C, {τ1, τ2}, σ] is
a pure derivation tree for S.

Another pure derivation tree for S with root C can also be constructed by swapping x1

and y1. This tree is obtained by taking the clauses

C′
1 = f(y1, x2) ≃ g(y1, x2),

C′
2 = f(x1, x1) ≃ h(x1),

the substitutions

σ′1 = {x 7→ y1, y 7→ x2},

σ′2 = {y 7→ x1},

and the derivation trees τ ′1 = [C′
1, ∅, σ

′
1] and τ ′2 = [C′

2, ∅, σ
′
2]. Then τ ′ = [C, {τ ′1, τ

′
2}, σ] is also

a pure derivation tree for S, and has the same root as τ .

To formalize the intuition of this example, we define the renaming of a derivation tree.

Definition 32 If τ = [C,T , σ] is a derivation tree and π is a renaming, then τπ denotes the

derivation tree defined as follows: τπ
def

= [Cπ,T π, π−1σπ].

The next lemma shows that τπ is indeed a derivation tree with the same properties as τ .
We prove the result in the case where τ is a pure derivation tree, along with some additional
properties on its structure.

Lemma 14 Let τ = [C,T , σ] be a pure derivation tree for S and π be a renaming. Then τπ
is a pure derivation tree τ ′ for S such that root(τ ′) = Cπ, µτ ′ = π−1µτπ, hyp(τ ′) = hyp(τ)π
and δ(τ ′) = δ(τ).

Proof The result is proven by induction on the depth of τ . If τ = [C, ∅, σ], then the result
is obvious. Now assume τ = [C,T , σ]. Let T = {τ1, τ2} (we may have τ1 = τ2) and let

τ ′i
def

= τiπ (i = 1, 2). By the induction hypothesis, τ ′1 and τ ′2 are derivation trees, and we have

root(τi) = Ciπ, µτ ′

i

= π−1µτi
π, hyp(τ ′i ) = hyp(τi), δ(τ

′
i ) = δ(τi) (for i = 1, 2). Then by

definition, σ is the mgu of two terms s and t, so that σ′ = π−1σπ is an mgu of sπ and tπ.

Thus, if T ′ = {τ ′1, τ
′
2}, then τ ′

def

= [Cπ,T ′, σ′] is a pure derivation tree for S (since π is a
renaming, τ ′1 and τ ′2 do not share any variables). Furthermore, by definition,

µτ ′ = (
⋃

τ ′

i
∈T ′

µτ ′

i

)σ′

= (
⋃

τ ′

i
∈T ′

µτ ′

i

)σ′

= (
⋃

τi∈T

π−1µτi
π)σ′ (by the induction hypothesis)

= π−1(
⋃

τi∈T

µτi
)πσ′

= π−1(
⋃

τi∈T

µτi
)σπ (because σ′ = π−1σπ)

= π−1µτπ

It is simple to verify that δ(τ ′) = δ(τ).

The previous lemma shows how pure derivation trees are preserved by renamings. In the
sequel, we will sometimes need to rename variables in a pure derivation tree, without modifying
the root of this derivation tree. The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for safely
performing such an operation.
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Lemma 15 Let τ = [C,T , σ] be a pure derivation tree for a set of clauses S, let x ∈ dom(σ)
and consider π = {x→ xσ, xσ → x}. Then τ ′ = [C,T π, π−1σ] is a pure derivation tree for S
such that root(τ ′) = C, µτ ′ = π−1µτ , hyp(τ ′) = hyp(τ)π and δ(τ ′) = δ(τ).

Proof The proof is immediate if T = ∅. By Lemma 14, τ ′′ = [Cπ,T π, π−1σπ] is a pure
derivation tree for S of root Cπ, such that hyp(τ ′′) = hyp(τ)π, µτ ′′ = π−1µτπ, δ(τ ′′) = δ(τ),
where π−1σπ is an mgu of two terms sπ and tπ. But since π is a renaming, (π−1σπ)π−1 =
π−1σ is also an mgu of sπ and tπ, and the clause generated with this mgu is (Cπ)π−1 = C.
Thus τ ′ = [C,T π, π−1σ] is a pure derivation tree for S. We have µτ ′ = µτ ′′π−1 = π−1µτ .

In Example 20, C1 and C2 are hypotheses of τ , but none of them is a main hypothesis.
But by swapping variables x1 and y1, the new derivation tree we obtain is such that C′

1 is a
main hypothesis for this tree. We show that it is possible to generalize this example.

Lemma 16 Let τ be a pure derivation tree for a set of clauses S, let D ∈ hyp(τ) and let u
denote a term appearing in D. If θ is a ground substitution such that dom(θ) ⊆ V(u), then
there exists a pure derivation tree τ ′ for S with the same root as τ , a substitution η, a clause
D′ = Dη ∈ hyp(τ ′) and a term u′ occurring in D′ such that:

– D′µτ ′ = Dµτ and u′µτ ′ = uµτ ,
– D′ a main hypothesis,
– the substitution θ′ = η−1θη corresponding to θ is such that dom(θ′)µτ ′ ⊆ dom(θ′).

Proof Assume that τ,D, u, θ do not satisfy the property above. In particular, η
def

= id, D′ def

= D

and u′
def

= u cannot be a solution, thus there must exist a variable x such that one of the
following conditions holds:

– either x ∈ V(D) and xµτ 6∈ V(D) (i.e. D is not a main hypothesis of τ),
– or x ∈ dom(θ) and xµτ 6∈ dom(θ).

We denote by E(τ,D, u, θ) the set of variables x satisfying one of these properties. By
definition, for every x ∈ E(τ,D, u, θ), we have x ∈ dom(µτ ), thus there exists a (unique)
subtree τx = [C,T , σ] of τ such that x ∈ dom(σ). Let m(τ,D, u, θ) denote the multiset defined
by:

m(τ,D, u, θ)
def

= {δ(τ) − δ(τx) | x ∈ E(τ,D, u, θ)}.

This measure m(τ,D, u, θ) is clearly well-founded, thus we may assume w.l.o.g. that the tuple
(τ,D, u, θ) is the minimal one (according to m) such that the above property does not hold.

Let x ∈ E(τ,D, u, θ). Let τx = [C,T , σ] and x′ = xσ. We can safely replace τx by the
pure derivation tree obtained as in Lemma 15. Let τ ′ be the pure derivation tree obtained by

replacing τx with this new derivation tree in τ . Let π = {x 7→ x′, x′ 7→ x} and θ′
def

= π−1θπ.

By Lemma 15, hyp(τ ′) contains the clause D′ def

= Dπ and the term u′
def

= uπ. We have D′µτ ′ =
Dπµτ ′ . By Lemma 15, µτ ′ = π−1µτ thus D′µτ ′ = Dµτ and uµτ = u′µτ ′ .

By definition, we have x 6∈ E(τ ′,D′, u′, θ′), since x does not occur in D′. Let y be a
variable distinct from x′, occurring in E(τ ′, D′, u′, θ′). We show that y ∈ E(τ,D, u, θ). Since
τ ′ is obtained from τ by swapping x and x′ in some part of the tree and since xσ = x′σ = x′, we
have yµτ ′ = yµτ . We assume that y 6∈ E(τ,D, u, θ) to derive a contradiction. We distinguish
two possibilities:

– If y ∈ V(D′) and yµτ ′ 6∈ V(D′), then since y 6= x, x′ we have y ∈ V(D) and since
yµτ ′ = yµτ , yµτ 6∈ V(D′). If yµτ ∈ V(D) this would imply that yµτ = x, which is
impossible since xσ = x′.

– If y ∈ dom(θ′) and yµτ ′ 6∈ dom(θ′), then we have y ∈ dom(θ) (since y 6= x, x′) and
yµτ 6∈ dom(θ′). If yµτ ∈ dom(θ), then necessarily yµτ = x′, thus x′ 6∈ dom(θ′), and
x 6∈ dom(θ). This means that both x and x′ occur in D (x occurs in D since it is in
E(τ,D, u, θ) by definition and x′ ∈ dom(θ) ⊆ V(D)). Moreover since yµτ = x′ we have
x′µτ = x′ and xµτ = x′. Consequently, x and xµτ both occur in D and xµτ ∈ dom(θ).
This contradicts the fact that x ∈ E(τ,D, u, θ).

Consequently, the only variable that may occur in E(τ ′, D′, u′, θ′) but not in E(τ,D, u, θ) is
x′. If x′ ∈ E(τ ′, D′, u′, θ′) then δ(τ ′

x′
) > δ(τx). Thus m(τ ′,D′, u′, θ′) < m(τ, D, u, θ). Since

τ is minimal, there exists a tree τ ′′ a clause D′′ and a term u′′ in D′′ satisfying the desired
properties for τ ′,D′, u′. By transitivity, this also holds for τ,D, u.
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Given a simple derivation tree τ of root C and a substitution θ, we provide a character-
ization based on the main hypotheses of τ that guarantees the existence of another simple
derivation tree whose root is Cθ. We first prove a unification property that will be used to
guarantee the existence of this simple derivation tree.

Lemma 17 Let t, s be two unifiable terms and let σ = mgu(t, s) be a flat substitution. Let θ be
a flat and ground substitution such that ∀x ∈ dom(θ), xθ = xσθ. Then tθ and sθ are unifiable.
Furthermore, if η = mgu(tθ, sθ), then dom(η) = dom(σ) \ dom(θ) and for all x ∈ dom(η),
xη = xσθ.

Proof A unification problem is a conjunction of equations (or false). If φ, ψ are two unification
problems, then we write φ →unif ψ if ψ is obtained from φ by applying the usual replacement

or decomposition rules [25].
σ is of the form {xi 7→ ui | i ∈ [1..m]}, where x1, . . . , xm are pairwise distinct variables not

occurring in u1, . . . , um. Moreover, there exists a sequence of unification problems (φi)i∈[1..n]

such that φ1 = (t =? s), ∀i ∈ [1..n− 1], φi →unif φi+1 and φn =
∧m

i=1(xi =? ui). We assume

that the unification rules are applied with the following priority: decomposition first, then
replacement by terms w such that wθ ∈ T0 and finally the remaining replacements.

Let k be an index in [1..n]. We shall prove that φkθ →∗
unif

φk+1θ.

If φk+1 is obtained from φk by decomposition, then φk, φk+1 are respectively of the form
f(t) =? f(s) ∧ ψ and t =? s ∧ ψ. Then φkθ is of the form f(t)θ =? f(s)θ ∧ ψθ, thus the
decomposition rule applies and deduces tθ =? sθ ∧ ψθ i.e. φk+1θ.

If φk+1 is obtained from φk by replacement then φk, φk+1 are respectively of the form
x =? w ∧ ψ and x =? w ∧ ψ{x → w} where x is a variable in x1, . . . , xm and w is a term not
containing x. By definition, x ∈ dom(σ). φkθ is xθ =? wθ ∧ ψθ.

If x 6∈ dom(θ) then xθ = x. x 6∈ V(wθ) (since x 6∈ V(w) and θ is ground). Thus the
replacement rule applies and deduces x =? wθ ∧ ψθ{x → wθ} i.e. φk+1θ.

Now assume that x ∈ dom(θ). We have, by definition, xσ = wσ, thus xσθ = wσθ and by
the above condition, since x ∈ dom(θ), xθ = wσθ. If w ∈ dom(θ), or if w 6∈ V then we have
wσθ = wθ, thus xθ = wθ and φkθ = φk+1θ. If w ∈ V \ dom(θ) then we must have xσ 6= w
(otherwise we would have wθ = xθ hence w ∈ dom(θ)). This means that w ∈ dom(σ) and w
is replaced at some step. Thus there exists in the unification problem an equation of the form
y =? xσ, where y ∈ V . But then, according to the above strategy, the replacement rule should
have been applied first on this equation before x =? w (since xσθ ∈ T0).

Therefore, we have tθ =? sθ →∗
unif

∧m
i=1(xiθ =? uiθ). By the above reasoning, for every

i, j ∈ [1..m], we have either xiθ = xi and xi 6∈ V(ujθ), or xi ∈ dom(θ) and xiθ = uiθ. Thus
{xi 7→ uiθ | i ∈ [1..m], xi 6∈ dom(θ)} = mgu(tθ, sθ).

Lemma 18 Let S be a set of clauses and τ = [C,T , σ] be a simple derivation tree for S of
root C. Consider a clause D that is a main hypothesis of τ and a flat and ground substitution
θ such that dom(θ) ⊆ V(D) and for all variables x ∈ dom(θ), xθ = xµτ θ. Assume further
that there exists a variable x0 ∈ V(D) such that x0µτ ∈ V(C). Then there exists a simple
derivation tree τ ′ for S ∪ {Dθ}, of root Cθ, such that δ(τ ′) ≤ δ(τ).

Proof Let S′ = S ∪ {Dθ}, we will prove the result by induction on the depth of τ .

If T = ∅, necessarily, C = D, and Cθ ∈ S′. Thus τ ′
def

= [Cθ, ∅, id] satisfies the requirements.
Now assume that T = {τ1, τ2}, where root(τ1) = C1 = (t1 ≃ v) ∨ C′

1 and root(τ2) = C2[t2]p,
and suppose that C is generated by superposition or paramodulation from C1 into C2, i.e.,
σ = mgu(t1, t2) and C = (C′

1 ∨ C2[v]p)σ. By definition, there exists an i ∈ {1, 2} such that
D ∈ hyp(τi). Moreover, x0µτi

must occur in the root of τi, since x0µτ = x0µτi
σ ∈ V(C) by

hypothesis, and V(C) ⊆ V(C1σ) ⊎ V(C2σ).
Let θ′ be the restriction of σθ to the variables in D; note that θ and θ′ coincide on all

the variables not occurring in dom(σ). We check that we can apply the induction hypothesis
on the derivation tree τi and the substitution θ′. First, it is clear that D is a main hypothesis
of τi, since τi is a subtree of τ . Now let x be a variable occurring in dom(θ′), we show that
xθ′ = xµτi

θ′. If xµτi
= x, then the proof is obvious. If xµτi

is a constant, then x cannot belong
to dom(σ) and of course, xµτi

θ′ = xµτi
. Since x ∈ dom(θ′) ⊆ dom(σ) ∪ dom(θ), necessarily

x ∈ dom(θ), and by hypothesis, xθ = xµτ θ. This entails that

xθ′ = xσθ = xθ = xµτ θ = xµτi
σθ = xµτi

.
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Now assume xµτi
is a variable other than x, and let y = xµτi

6= x. Note that y ∈ V(D) since
D is a main hypothesis of τi. Since y 6= x, necessarily, x 6∈ dom(σ) (by Proposition 16, because
x ∈ dom(µτi

)). Furthermore, by definition, xµτ = yσ, thus:

xθ′ = xσθ = xθ = xµτ θ = yσθ = yθ′ = xµτi
θ′.

Therefore, we may apply the induction hypothesis on τi and θ′: there exists a simple derivation
tree τ ′i for S′, of root Ciθ′, where δ(τ ′i ) ≤ δ(τi).

Let j = 3−i, and let τ ′j = τjη be a renaming of τj that contains no variable occurring in τi
or τ ′i . Then of course, C′

j = Cjη is the root of τ ′j . Since σ is a unifier of t1, t2 which are variable-

disjoint, the substitution σ′ such that ∀x ∈ V(Ci), xσ′
def

= xσ and ∀x ∈ V(C′
j), xσ

′ def

= xη−1σ

is well-defined, flat, and is an mgu of ti, tjη. We now prove that tiθ and tjηθ are unifiable
by verifying that the application conditions of Lemma 17 are satisfied for ti, tjη and θ. By
hypothesis, θ is flat and ground, and ∀x ∈ dom(θ), xθ = xµτ θ. Furthermore, for all x ∈ V(ti),
we have xµτ = xσ, and since σ and σ′ are identical on V(ti), xµτ = xσ′. Thus, for all
x ∈ dom(θ), xθ = xσ′θ. Consequently, we can apply Lemma 17: tiθ and tjηθ are unifiable, and
have an m.g.u. γ such that dom(γ) = dom(σ′) \ dom(θ) and xγ = xσ′θ for all x ∈ dom(γ).

Since dom(θ) ⊆ V(D) and D is a main hypothesis, for all x ∈ V(ti) ∩ dom(θ), xσ ∈ V(D)
and xσθ = xθ′. Hence,

tjηθ = tjη, and

tiθ = tiσθ = tiθ
′.

Therefore, γ is a flat, ground mgu of tiθ
′ and tjη, and the paramodulation rule is applicable

on the clauses Ciθ′ and Cjη.
We now prove that the generated clause is Cθ. To this aim, it suffices to show that Ciθ′γ =

Ciσθ and Cjηγ = Cjσθ, since we use the unordered version of the calculus the inference step
are stable by instantiation.

Let x ∈ V(Ci). If x ∈ V(D) then xθ′ = xσθ. By definition of γ, this implies that xθ′γ =
xσθ. If x 6∈ V(D), then xθ′ = xθ = x, hence xθ′γ = xγ = xσ′θ′. By definition of σ′, we have
xσ′ = xσ. Furthemore, xσθ′ = xσθ.

Now, let x ∈ V(Cj ). By definition x 6∈ dom(θ), hence xθ = x. If xη 6∈ dom(σ′), then
xηγ = x. Moreover, this implies that x 6∈ dom(σ) thus xσθ = xθ = x, and the proof is
completed. Otherwise, by definition of γ, xηγ = xσθ.

Thus {Ciθ′, Cjη} →γ Cθ and the derivation tree τ ′ = [Cθ, {τ ′1, τ
′
2}, γ] satisfies the desired

result. This derivation tree is simple since it is obtained by instantiating simple derivation trees
by a flat substitution (it is easy to verify that all the conditions in Definition 25 are satisfied).

If τ is nonelementary then δ(τ) = 1 + max(δ(τ1), δ(τ2)) ≥ 1 + max(δ(τ ′1), δ(τ ′2)) = δ(τ ′).
Otherwise, since the root of τi cannot be ground (since it contains the variable x0µτi

), τi
must be elementary. Since δ(τ ′i ) ≤ δ(τi), necessarily, τ ′i is elementary. Furthermore, τj must
be pure and have a ground root, hence, τ ′j is also pure and has a ground root. Therefore, τ ′ is

elementary and δ(τ) = δ(τ ′) = 0.
The proof is similar if C is deduced using a unary inference step (reflection or equational

factorisation).

A.4 Some properties of the relations ≡S
C

We state some properties of the relation ≡S
C of Definition 2.

Definition 33 A set of clauses S is Σ0-stable if for every pair of clauses (C[a]p, a ≃ b ∨ D)
occurring in S, the clause C[b]p ∨D also occurs in S.

Lemma 19 Let S be a set of clauses and C be a flat ground clause. If S is Σ0-stable then
≡S

C
is an equivalence relation.

Proof ≡S
C

is reflexive by definition. Moreover it is symmetric by the commutativity of ≃. We

only have to show that it is transitive. Assume that a ≡S
D c and c ≡S

D b, for some terms

a, b, c. We show that a ≡S
D
b. The proof is by induction on the depth of the terms. If a = c

or c = b the proof is trivial. If a = f(a1, . . . , an) is complex, then by definition c must be of
the form f(c1, . . . , cn) where ∀i ∈ [1..n].ai ≡S

D ci. Similarly, we have b = f(b1, . . . , bn) and
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∀i ∈ [1..n].ci ≡S
D
bi. By the induction hypothesis, we have ∀i ∈ [1..n].ai ≡S

D
bi hence a ≡S

D
b.

If a is flat, then we must have a, b, c ∈ Σ0 and S contains two clauses (a ≃ c) ∨ D1 and
(c ≃ b) ∨D2 where D1,D2 ⊆ D. By ground superposition (since the constant are unordered)
we can derive (a ≃ b)∨D1 ∨D2 from (a ≃ c)∨D1 and (c ≃ b)∨D2. Since S is Σ0-stable, this
clause must occur in S. Therefore, a ≡S

C b.

The relation �S
C

below provides a link between any complex term occurring in the root of
a pure derivation tree, and the complex terms occurring in the original set of clauses.

Definition 34 Let S denote a set of clauses and C be a flat, ground clause.
Given two terms t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and s = f(s1, . . . , sn), we write t �S

C s if for all i ∈ [1..n],

if ti ∈ T0 or si ∈ V , then ti ≡S
C
si.

We prove some simple results on the relation �S
C

: this relation is stable by instantiation
and inclusion, and it is transitive.

Proposition 19 Let C be a flat ground clause and S be a Σ0-stable set of clauses. Then �S
C

is transitive.

Proof Assume that t �S
C

s �S
C

u. By definition of �S
C

we have t = f(t1, . . . , tn), s =

f(s1, . . . , sn), u = f(u1, . . . , un). Let i ∈ [1..n]. If ti ≡S
C si and si ≡S

C ui then ti ≡S
C ui

by transitivity of ≡S
C

. If ti ≡S
C
si and si 6∈ T0 then by definition of ≡S

C
we must have ti = si

thus ti 6∈ T0. If ti 6∈ T0 and si 6∈ V and si ≡S
C
ui then we have either si = ui and the proof is

obvious, of si, ui ∈ Σ0 thus ui 6∈ V .

Proposition 20 Let t, s be terms, C be a flat ground clause, S be a set of clauses and σ be
a flat substitution. If t �S

C
s, then tσ �S

C
sσ.

Proof By definition, we have t = f(t1, . . . , tn), s = f(s1, . . . , sn). Let i ∈ [1..n]. By definition
of �S

C , one of the two following conditions holds:

– ti ≡S
C si. By definition of ≡S

C , we have either ti = si and in this case tiσ = siσ or

ti, si ∈ Σ0 hence tiσ = ti, siσ = si and tiσ ≡S
C
siσ.

– ti 6∈ T0 and si 6∈ V . Obviously tiσ cannot be flat and siσ cannot be a variable.

Proposition 21 Let t, s be terms, C,D be two ground flat clauses, S be a set of clauses. If
t �S

C
s and C ⊆ D, then t �S

D
s.

Proof It suffices to remark that by definition of ≡S
C , we have: u ≡S

C v ⇒ u ≡S
D v. Then the

result follows immediately by definition of �S
C

.

Definition 35 Given a clause C, we denote by C0 the disjunction of the literals in C that
are both flat and ground.

Lemma 20 Let S be a set of clauses and S′ be the set of clauses that can be deduced from S
using a pure derivation tree. If τ is a pure derivation tree of root C for S and t is a complex
term appearing in C, then there exists a clause C′ ∈ hypinst(τ) containing a term s such that

s �S′

C0
t.

Proof The proof is by induction on the depth of τ . If τ = [C, ∅, id], then the result is obvious
(by taking C′ = C and s = t). Now assume that τ = [C,T , σ] and that t = f(t1, . . . , tn)
occurs in C. Note that since τ is pure, σ must be pure. By definition of the calculus, one of
the following condition holds:

– either t = t′σ, where t′ occurs in a clause D ∈ root(T ) (paramodulation “outside” of t′,
replacement by t′, equational factoring or reflexivity rule),

– or t = t′[v]pσ, where p 6= ǫ and t′ occurs in a clause D ∈ root(T ) (paramodulation “inside”
t′).
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In both cases, since σ is pure, t′ must be of the form f(t′1, . . . , t
′
n). Consider the derivation

tree τ ′ = [D,T ′, µ] ∈ T ; since τ ′ is pure, by the induction hypothesis, hypinst(τ ′) contains a

term s = f(s1, . . . , sn) such that s �S′

D0 t′. By definition, sσ ∈ hypinst(τ), and sσ �S′

D0 t′σ

by Proposition 20. The clause D cannot be flat since it contains s, thus sel(D) ∩D0 = ∅ and
the literals in D0 are not affected by the inference step. This implies that D0 ⊆ C0, and by

Proposition 21, sσ �S′

C0 t
′σ.

In Case 1, t = t′σ and the result is immediate. In Case 2, if position p is of length strictly
greater than 1, then the flat arguments of t′σ are not affected by the inference step and it is

simple to check that t′σ �S′

C0
t; by Proposition 19, sσ �S′

C0
t (since S′ is obviously Σ0-stable).

Otherwise, p = i for some i ∈ [1..n], root(τ) contains a clause (u ≃ v) ∨ E, and t is obtained
from f(t′1, . . . , t

′
n)σ by replacing t′iσ = uσ by vσ. By Condition 4 in Definition 25, vσ cannot

be a variable.

– If uσ is a complex term, then t′i must also be a complex term since σ is flat. Since t′i /∈ T0,
si must also be complex, and the proof is complete.

– Otherwise, since u is eligible, u and v must be constant symbols, and E must be flat.
Since (u ≃ v)∨E is not variable eligible, E must be ground. By definition of the calculus,

E ⊆ C0, hence u ≡S′

C0
v and sσ �S′

C0
t.

Lemma 21 provides a link between the relations ≡S
C , �S

C , and the relation employed to
define pseudo-unifiers (see Definition 6).

Lemma 21 Let S be a Σ0-stable set of clauses, C be a ground clause, and consider the terms
s, t, u and v such that:

– u �S
C
t and v �S

C
s,

– t and s are unifiable, with flat unifier σ.

For all terms s′, t′ ∈ T0 such that s′ ∼(u,v) t
′, we have s′σ ≡S

C t′σ.

Proof By definition of �S
C

, s, t, u and v are respectively of the form
f(s1, . . . , sn), f(t1, . . . , tn), f(u1, . . . , un) and f(v1, . . . , vn). We prove the result by in-
duction on ∼(u,v).

– Suppose t′ = uj and s′ = vj for some j ∈ [1..n]. Then uj , vj ∈ T0, and since σ is flat,

ujσ, vjσ ∈ T0. Since u �S
C

and v �S
C

, by Proposition 20, uσ �S
C
tσ and vσ �S

C
sσ, hence

ujσ ≡S
C tjσ and vjσ ≡S

C sj . Since tjσ = sjσ, we have the result by transitivity (Lemma
19).

– Suppose t′ ∼(u,v) t
′′ and t′′ ∼(u,v) for some t′′ ∈ T0. Then by the induction hypothesis,

t′σ ≡S
C
t′′σ and t′′σ ≡S

C
s′σ; by transitivity, t′σ ≡S

C
s′σ.

A.5 Completeness of the instantiation scheme

Now, we have all what we need to prove Theorem 3. Let τ = [C,T , σ] be a simple derivation
tree for S. Let S′ be the set of clauses that can be deduced from S by a pure derivation tree.
We shall prove by induction on δ(τ) that there exists a pure derivation tree τ ′ for Ŝ, with root
C, and such that δ(τ ′) ≤ δ(τ). If τ is elementary then it is also pure, and there is nothing
to prove. Otherwise, C must be deduced from (at most) two clauses D1,D2 (we may take
D1 = D2 in case the rule is unary) and we have {D1,D2} →σ C. Moreover the two simple
derivation trees τ1, τ2 for S, of respective roots D1, D2 are such that δ(τi) < δ(τ) (i = 1, 2).

By the induction hypothesis, there exist two pure derivation trees τ ′1 and τ ′2 of respective
roots D1 and D2, such that δ(τ ′i ) ≤ δ(τi) (i = 1, 2). In particular, D1,D2 ∈ S′. By definition
of the calculus, σ is the mgu of two terms s, t occurring in D1,D2 respectively. If σ is pure then
the proof is obvious, since [C, {τ ′1, τ

′
2}, σ] is a pure derivation tree for Ŝ and δ([C, {τ ′1, τ

′
2}, σ]) ≤

δ(τ). We now assume that σ is not pure, which implies that there exists a position p such that
exactly one of the two terms t|p, s|p is a variable. We consider the case where t|p is a variable,
the other case is symmetrical. W.l.o.g. we suppose that D1,D2 are the clauses with a minimal
number of variables such that {D1, D2} →σ C and there exist pure derivation trees τ ′1, τ

′
2 for

Ŝ of roots D1,D2 with δ(τ ′i ) ≤ δ(τi) (i = 1, 2).
The proof proceeds as follows. We show that p is of the form q.i, and by applying Lemma

20, we identify terms u′, v′ appearing in S such that u′µτ ′

1
�S′

C0 t|q and v′µτ ′

2
�S′

C0 s|q. Then
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we consider a substitution θ′ based on the pseudo-unifier of u′ and v′, and apply Lemma 18
and the induction hypothesis to determine a pure derivation tree for Ŝ of root D1θ′∨E, where
E ⊆ C0. Finally, we will see that {D1θ′ ∨E,D2} →σ C, thus exhibiting a contradiction with
the fact that the number of variables in D1 is minimal.

Determination of u′ and v′. Since σ is flat, s|p must be a constant symbol. Furthermore, t, s
cannot be variables, because D1,D2 are not variable-eligible (by Point 2 in Definition 25),
and paramodulation into variables is forbidden by definition of the calculus. Thus p = q.i,
and the terms t|q and s|q are of the form f(t1, . . . , tm) and f(s1, . . . , sm) respectively, with
ti ∈ V and si ∈ Σ0.
By Lemma 20, hypinst(τ ′1) and hypinst(τ ′2) contain two clauses C1, C2 respectively con-

taining terms of the form u = f(u1, . . . , um) and v = f(v1, . . . , vm) such that u �S′

D0
1

f(t1, . . . , tm) and v �S′

D0
2

f(s1, . . . , sm). In particular, note that ui = ti. By definition of the

selection function sel, since D1,D2 are not flat, D0
1 ∩ sel(D1) = D0

2 ∩ sel(D2) = ∅, and the
literals inD0

1 and D0
2 are not affected by the inference step yielding C. Thus, D0

1 ,D
0
2 ⊆ C0,

and by Proposition 21, we conclude that u �S′

C0 f(t1, . . . , tm) and v �S′

C0 f(s1, . . . , sm).

Since τ ′1 and τ ′2 are pure, there exist clauses C′
1 and C′

2 in Ŝ such that for i ∈ {1, 2}, C′
iµi =

Ci, where µi = µτ ′

i

is a pure substitution; let u′ = f(u′1, . . . , u
′
m) and v′ = f(v′1, . . . , v

′
m) be

the terms in C′
1, C

′
2 such that u′µ1 = u and v′µ2 = v, then u′µ1 �S′

C0 t|q and v′µ2 �S′

C0 s|q.

Let θ be the restriction of the pseudo-unifier of u′ and v′ to the variables in u′, and θ′ be
the restriction of µσ to dom(θ). By Lemma 16, up to swapping some variables in τ ′1, we
may assume that C′

1 is a main hypothesis of τ ′1, and that dom(θ′)µτ ′

1
⊆ dom(θ′).

A pure derivation tree of root D1θ′. We assume that C′
1, C

′
2 share no variable and denote by µ

the substitution µ = µτ ′

1
∪µτ ′

2
. If x ∈ dom(θ), then xθ is a constant such that x ∼(u′,v′) xθ.

Thus by Proposition 4, xµ ∼(u,v) xθ because µ is pure, and since S′ isΣ0-stable, by Lemma
21,

xµσ ≡S′

C0 xθ. (⋆)

By (⋆), C′
1θ

′ is obtained from C′
1θ by replacing some constant symbols c1, . . . , cl by con-

stant symbols c′1, . . . , c
′
l

such that ∀j ∈ [1..l], cj ≡S′

C0 c′j . By definition of ≡S′

C0 , for all

j ∈ [1..l], S′ contains a clause of the form cj ≃ c′j ∨ Ej , for some Ej ⊆ C0. Clearly, there

exists a flat ground clause E ⊆ C0 such that the clause C′
1θ

′ ∨ E is obtained by l appli-
cations of the (propositional, unordered) paramodulation rule into C′

1θ from cj ≃ c′j ∨Ej

(1 ≤ j ≤ l). By definition of Ŝ, since C′
1, C

′
2 ∈ Ŝ and Ŝ is closed for the Instantiation rule,

C′
1θ ∨ E

′ ∈ Ŝ, where E′ is the agreement condition of u′ and v′. Thus S′ also contains a
clause C′

1θ
′ ∨ E′ ∨ E. By Lemma 21 for every disequation c 6≃ d occurring in E′ we must

have c ≡S′

C0
d (since by definition c ∼(u′,v′) d). But then the clause C′

1θ
′ ∨E must be also

in S′ (each disequation c 6≃ d can be deleted by a sequence of superposition steps followed
by an application of the reflection rule).
Since τ ′1 is a pure derivation tree for S′ of root D1 and C′

1 ∈ hyp(τ ′1), by Proposition
18, there also exists a pure derivation tree for S′ ∪ {C′

1 ∨ E} of root D1 ∨ E, with the
same measure δ(τ ′1). Furthermore, since we assumed that C′

1 is a main hypothesis of τ ′1,
we conclude that C′

1 ∨ E is a main hypothesis of this new tree. We now check that the
application conditions of Lemma 18 are satisfied for D1∨E, with substitution θ′ and main
hypothesis C′

1∨E. By definition, θ′ is flat and ground, and dom(θ′) ⊆ dom(θ) ⊆ V(C′
1∨E).

Moreover, C′
1 ∨E contains the variable u′i, which is such that u′iµ = ui = ti occurs in D1.

Now, let x ∈ dom(θ′), we show that xµτ ′

1
θ′ = xθ′. We assumed that dom(θ′)µτ ′

1
⊆ dom(θ′),

which entails that xµτ ′

1
= xµ is also in dom(θ′), thus, xµτ ′

1
θ′ = xµθ′ = xµµσ = xµσ = xθ′

(because µ is idempotent).
Therefore, we may apply Lemma 18: there exists a simple derivation tree τ ′′1 for S′ ∪
{C′

1θ
′ ∨ E} = S′ of root D1θ′ ∨ E, and such that δ(τ ′′1 ) ≤ δ(τ ′1) < δ(τ). By the induction

hypothesis, D1θ′∨E admits a pure derivation tree τp for Ŝ such that δ(τp) ≤ δ(τ ′′1 ) < δ(τ).
Exhibiting the contradiction. Let x be a variable in D1, then by Proposition 16, x 6∈ dom(µ)

(since µ = µτ1
∪ µτ2

). By definition, θ′ is the restriction of µσ to dom(θ); hence, if
x ∈ dom(θ) then xθ′ = xµσ = xσ, and xθ′σ = xσσ = xσ, since σ is idempotent. If
x 6∈ dom(θ) then xθ′ = x, and xθ′σ = xσ. Thus {D1θ′ ∨E,D2} →σ C (since E ⊆ C0).
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Since v �S′

C0
f(s1, . . . , sm), by definition, if vi ∈ T0, then vi ≡S′

C0
si. Thus, if vi ∈ T0, then

it must be a constant, since si is a constant. If vi 6∈ T0, then, since every clause occurring
in τ is I0-flat by Condition 2 of Definition 25, index i cannot be in I0(f). Thus, this index
is necessarily in Inv(f). Since ti ∈ V and σ 6= id, by Condition 3 of Definition 25, s must
occur in the initial clause set S, and we can safely replace C′

2 with the clause containing s.
Hence, we may assume w.l.o.g. that vi is a constant, and therefore that v′i, which is such
that vi = v′iµτ ′

2
, is also a constant.

Since ti ∈ V and u �S′

C0
f(t1, . . . , tm), we have ui = ti, i.e., u′iµ = ti. In particular, u′i is

a variable, and since v′i is a constant, by definition of a pseudo-unifier, u′iθ ∈ Σ0. Now, by

(⋆), u′iµσ ≡S′

C0 u′iθ, which means that u′iµσ = u′iθ
′ is a constant. Since µ is idempotent,

u′iθ
′ = u′iµσ = u′iµµσ = tiθ

′, hence tiθ
′ ∈ Σ0. Consequently, D1θ′ is a strict instance of

D1, which contradicts the fact that the number of variables in D1 is minimal.

B Proof of Lemma 4

We first show the following:

Lemma 22 Let t be a term and σ be a flat substitution. Then IV(tσ) = IV(t)σ ∩ V.

Proof We prove the result by induction on the depth of t. Note that t and tσ must have the
same depth, since σ is flat. If t is a variable or a constant, then by Definition 12, IV(t) = ∅.
Moreover tσ is also flat, thus IV(tσ) = ∅.

If t = f(t1, . . . , tn) then IV(t)
def

= {ti | i ∈ Ivp(f), ti ∈ V} ∪
⋃n

i=1 IV(ti), and IV(tσ)
def

=
{tiσ | i ∈ Ivp(f), tiσ ∈ V} ∪

⋃n
i=1 IV(tiσ). If tiσ is a variable, then so is ti, thus {tiσ | i ∈

Ivp(f), tiσ ∈ V} = {ti | i ∈ Ivp(f), ti ∈ V}σ ∩ V . Also, by the induction hypothesis, for
i ∈ [1..n], IV(tiσ) = IV(ti)σ ∩ V . Consequently IV(tσ) = IV (t)σ ∩ V .

Let C be a variable-preserving clause and let σ be a flat substitution. We have to show that
for all L ∈ C, Lσ is variable-preserving in Cσ. Let C = L∨D. Since C is variable-preserving,
L is variable-preserving in C, thus one of the following conditions holds:

– L is of the form t 6≃ x (or x 6≃ t), where x ∈ IV(t). Since σ is flat, xσ is either a
variable or a constant symbol. If xσ ∈ V then by Lemma 22, xσ ∈ IV(tσ) thus tσ 6≃ xσ is
variable-preserving in Cσ. Otherwise xσ is ground hence IV(xσ) = ∅ and tσ 6≃ xσ is also
variable-preserving by Condition (1b).

– L is of the form t 6≃ s, where IV(t) = ∅ or IV(s) = ∅. Say IV(t) = ∅. Then by Lemma 22
we have IV(tσ) = ∅, hence Lσ is variable-preserving in Cσ by Condition (1b).

– L is of the form t 6≃ s, where IV (t)∪IV (s) ⊆ IV(D). Let y be a variable in IV (tσ)∪IV (sσ).
By Lemma 22, y = xσ for some x ∈ IV(t) ∪ IV(s). Then x ∈ IV(D) by hypothesis, and by
Lemma 22, xσ = y ∈ IV(Dσ). Thus Condition (1c) holds and Lσ is variable-preserving in
Cσ.

– L is of the form t ≃ s, where t, s /∈ V and IV(t) = IV(s). By Corollary 2, IV(tσ) = IV(sσ).
Moreover since t, s 6∈ V , necessarily, tσ, sσ 6∈ V Therefore Lσ is variable-preserving in Cσ.

– If L is of the form t ≃ s, where t, s ∈ T0 and {t, s} ∩ V ⊆ IV(D). Then since σ is flat,
tσ, sσ ∈ T0. Let x ∈ {tσ, sσ} ∩ V . Obviously, x is of the form yσ for some y ∈ {t, s}, and
y ∈ IV(D) by hypothesis. Hence, x ∈ IV(Dσ) by Lemma 22.

C Proof of Theorem 4

We need some preliminary results.

Proposition 22 If s is a subterm of t, then IV(s) ⊆ IV(t).

We obtain as a simple consequence:

Corollary 2 Let t, s be two terms such that IV(t) = IV(s) and let σ be a flat substitution.
Then IV(tσ) = IV(sσ).

The following lemmata provide exhibit conditions that guarantee variable-preservation is
maintained by operations such as disjunctions, instantiations and replacements.

Definition 36 A literal L is dominated in a clause L ∨ C if IV(L) ⊆ IV(C).
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Lemma 23 If L is dominated in a clause L∨C and L ∨C is variable-preserving, then C is
variable-preserving.

Proof Assume that C is not variable-preserving. Then there exists a literal L′ ∈ C that is not
variable-preserving in C. Since L′ is variable-preserving in L ∨ C, this implies by Definition
13 that one of Conditions (1c) or (2b) does not hold for the clause C. Hence, there exists a
variable x occurring in IV(L) but not in IV(C). But this is impossible since L is dominated.

We show that the sets IV(t) are stable by replacement.

Lemma 24 Let t, s be two terms, p be a position in t, and assume that t|p and s are not
variables. If IV(s) = IV(t|p) then IV(t[s]p) = IV(t).

Proof We prove the result by induction on the length of p. Note that since t|p is not a variable,
t cannot be a variable.

If p = ǫ, then t|p = t and t[s]p = s. Thus we have IV(t) = IV(t[s]p) = IV(s).
If p = i.q, then t is of the form f(t1, . . . , tn), thus t|p = ti|q and t[s]p =

f(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti[s]q, ti+1, . . . , tn). Since t|p and s are not variables, ti and ti[s]q cannot be
variables. By the induction hypothesis IV(ti[s]q) = IV(ti), hence by Definition 12,

IV(t[s]p) = {tj | j ∈ Ivp(f), tj ∈ V} ∪
⋃

j∈[1..n]\{i}

IV(tj ) ∪ IV(ti[s]p)

= {tj | j ∈ Ivp(f), tj ∈ V} ∪
⋃

j∈[1..n]

IV(tj)

= IV(t).

Lemma 24 implies that variable-preserving clauses are also stable by replacement:

Lemma 25 Let C be a variable-preserving clause, u = C|p be a non-variable term occurring
in C and v be a non-variable term such that:

– IV(u) = IV (v),
– if u ∈ Σ0 then v ∈ Σ0.

Then C[v]p is variable-preserving.

Proof Let L be the literal containing the term t such that u = t|q for some position q. By
Lemma 24, IV(t) = IV(t[v]p), and since u and v are not variables, it is simple to check that if
L satisfies one of Conditions (1a)-(2a), then so does the literal obtained after replacing u by
v. If L satisfies Condition (2b), then necessarily u is a constant, hence by hypothesis, so is v.
Again, the literal obtained after replacing u by v satisfies Condition (2b).

We are now in position to give the proof of Theorem 4. We distinguish several cases
according to the rule used to derive C. Note that in all cases, by Proposition 6, none of the
premisses of the inference step are variable-eligible.

C is generated by the superposition or paramodulation rule. This means that C is of the form
D1[v]pσ ∨ D′

2σ, where D1 and D2 = u ≃ v ∨ D′
2 are clauses in S′, t = D1|p, and σ =

mgu(t, u). Since D1 and D2 are variable-preserving, by Lemma 4, D1σ and D2σ are also
variable-preserving. Since there is no superposition/paramodulation into variables, D1|p 6∈
V , and since u ≃ v ∨ D′

2 is not variable-eligible, u 6∈ V . Since D2 is variable-preserving,
one of Conditions (2a) or (2b) must hold for literal u ≃ v.
– If Condition (2a) holds, then IV(u) = IV(v), and v cannot be a variable. By definition

of the ordering, if uσ is a constant, then vσ must also be a constant (since constants
are strictly smaller than complex terms).

– If Condition (2b) holds, then u is necessarily a constant. If v were a variable, then we
would have v ∈ IV(D′). Thus, D′ would contain a term f(t1, . . . , tn) of which v is a
subterm, and we would have u < f(t1, . . . , tn), contradicting the fact that u ≃ v is a
maximal literal in D2. Thus, v must be a constant, and IV(u) = IV(v) = ∅.
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By Lemma 4, D1σ is variable-preserving. Since σ is an mgu of u and t, we have IV(tσ) =
IV(uσ), and by Corollary 2, IV(tσ) = IV(vσ). Therefore, by Lemma 25,D1[v]pσ is variable-
preserving, and by Proposition 5, D1[v]pσ ∨D2σ is also variable-preserving.
Since IV(uσ) = IV(vσ) and vσ occurs inD1[v]pσ, by Proposition 22, (u ≃ v)σ is dominated
in D1[v]pσ ∨D2σ. By Lemma 23, D1[v]pσ ∨D′

2σ is variable-preserving.
C is generated by the reflection rule. C is of the form Dσ, where S′ contains a clause of the

form t 6≃ s ∨D and σ = mgu(t, s). By Lemma 4, (t 6≃ s ∨ D)σ is variable-preserving, we
show that tσ 6≃ sσ is dominated in (t 6≃ s ∨D)σ.
Let x ∈ IV(tσ) ∪ IV(sσ); by Lemma 22, x = yσ, where y ∈ IV(t) ∪ IV(s). Since t 6≃ s is
variable-preserving in t 6≃ s ∨D, one of Conditions (1a)-(1c) must hold.

– If Condition (1a) holds, then we have, say, s ∈ IV(t). By Definition 12, this implies
that s is a strict subterm of t, which is impossible since t, s are unifiable.

– If Condition (1b) holds, then IV(t) = ∅ or IV(s) = ∅, say IV(t) = ∅. By Lemma 22
IV(tσ) = ∅, and since tσ = sσ, we conclude that IV(sσ) = ∅. This contradicts the fact
that x ∈ IV(tσ) ∪ IV(sσ).

– If Condition (1c) holds, then y ∈ IV(L′), for some L′ ∈ D. But in this case, by Lemma
22, x = yσ ∈ IV(L′σ) ⊆ IV(Dσ).

Thus tσ 6≃ sσ is dominated in (t 6≃ s ∨D)σ and by Lemma 23, Dσ is variable-preserving.
C is generated by the equational factorisation rule. C is of the form (D ∨ s 6≃ v ∨ t ≃ s)σ,

where S′ contains a clause of the form (D ∨ u ≃ v ∨ t ≃ s), and σ = mgu(u, t).
By definition, since D ∨ u ≃ v ∨ t ≃ s is variable-preserving, we have IV(t) = IV(s) and
IV(u) = IV (v), regardless of which of Conditions (2a) or (2b) holds. Thus IV(vσ) = IV(uσ)
by Corollary 2, and since σ is a unifier of u and t, we deduce that IV(vσ) = IV(tσ) and
IV(sσ) ∪ IV(vσ) ⊆ IV(sσ) ∪ IV(tσ). Therefore, (s 6≃ v)σ satisfies Condition (1c), and is
variable-preserving in C.
We now show that (D ∨ t ≃ s)σ is variable-preserving. By Lemma 4, (D ∨ u ≃ v ∨ t ≃ s)σ
is variable-preserving. But since IV(uσ) = IV(vσ) and uσ = tσ, we conclude that IV((u ≃
v)σ) ⊆ IV((s ≃ t)σ), which means that (u ≃ v)σ is dominated in (D ∨ u ≃ v ∨ t ≃ s)σ,
thus (D ∨ t ≃ s)σ is variable-preserving, by Lemma 23. We conclude that C is variable-
preserving.

D Input File

/***************************************************************************/

/* SMT */

/***************************************************************************/

/***************************************************************************/

/* function declaration */

/***************************************************************************/

/* nonvar, flat and preserving respectively denote the indexes

in I0, Inv and Inst */

function select : [nonvar = [1], flat = [2], preserving = [2] ].

function ord : [flat = [1,2]].
function inf : [nonvar = [1,2]].

function car : [nonvar = [1] ].

function cdr : [nonvar = [1] ].

function prev : [nonvar = [1] ].

function next : [nonvar = [1] ].
function cons : [nonvar = [1,2]].

function enc : [nonvar = [1,2]].

function dec : [nonvar = [1,2]].

function s : [nonvar = [1]].

function p : [nonvar = [1]].
function succ : [nonvar = [1]].

function ia : [nonvar = [1]].

function sa : [nonvar = [1]].

function store : [nonvar = [1,2,3]].
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%constants = [nil, true]. % not necessary

/* The following list contains all the symbols in C */

restricted_symbols = [enc,dec,s,succ,p,sa,ia,eqa,partitioned,bsorteda,
beqa,cons,car,cdr,store,next,prev].

/***************************************************************************/

/* Theories */

/***************************************************************************/

/* The syntax is straightforward. */

/* <clause> = <cl_id> : [ <lit_list> ] | [] */

/* <lit_list> = <literal> {, literal}* */
/* <literal> = <atom> | not(<atom>) */

/* <atom> = <term> = <term> */

/* terms are written using Prolog conventions, in particular variables

start with a capital letter */

/* sets of clauses can be constructed from cl_id or other clause sets */

/* ordering */

o1 : [not(ord(X,Y) = true), not(ord(Y,X) = true)].
o2 : [not(ord(X,Y) = true), not(ord(Y,Z) = true), ord(X,Z) = true].

ord = [o1,o2].

/* natural number */

n1 : [not(0 = succ(_Y))].

n2 : [X = Y, not(succ(X) = succ(Y))].

nat = [n1,n2].

/* inf on nat */

inf1 : [not(inf(X,Y) = true), not(inf(succ(X),succ(Y))= true)].
inf2 : [inf(0,succ(_X)) = true].

inf = [inf1,inf2].

/* integer offset */

i1 : [p(s(X)) = X].

i2 : [s(p(X)) = X].

i3 : [not(s(X) = X)].

i4 : [not(p(X) = X)].

integeroffset = [i1,i2,i3,i4].

/* list */

l1 : [car(cons(X,_Y)) = X].

l2 : [cdr(cons(_X,Y)) = Y].

l3 : [X = nil, cons(car(X),cdr(X)) = X].

l4 : [not(cons(X,Y) = nil)].

list = [l1,l2,l3,l4].
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/* encryption */

e1 : [enc(dec(X,Y),Y) = X].

e2 : [dec(enc(X,Y),Y) = X].

encrypt = [e1,e2].

/* linked list */

ll1 : [X = nil, next(X) = nil, prev(next(X)) = X].

ll2 : [X = nil, prev(X) = nil, next(prev(X)) = X].

ll3 : [not(prev(X) = prev(Y)), prev(X) = nil, prev(Y) = nil, X = Y, X = nil, Y = nil].

ll4 : [not(next(X) = next(Y)), next(X) = nil, next(Y) = nil, X = Y, X = nil, Y = nil].

ll = [ll1,ll2,ll3,ll4].

/* array */

array1 : [select(store(_T,I,V),I) = V].
array2 : [I = J, select(store(T,I,_V),J) = select(T,J)].

array3 : [not(sa(T) = true), select(select(T,I),J) = select(select(T,J),I)].

array4 : [not(ia(T) = true), I = J, not(select(T,I) = select(T,J))].

array5 : [not(eqa(T,S) = true), select(T,I) = select(S,I)].

array6 : [not(beqa(T,S,L,U) = true), not(inf(L,I) = true),
not(inf(I,U) = true), select(T,I) = select(S,I)].

array7 : [not(bsorteda(T,L,U) = true), not(inf(L,I) = true), not(inf(I,U) = true),

inf(select(T,I),select(S,I)) = true].

array8 : [not(bsorteda(T,L,U) = true), not(inf(L,I) = true), not(inf(I,J) = true),

not(inf(J,U) = true),inf(select(T,I),select(S,J)) = true].
array9 : [not(partitioned(T,L1,U1,L2,U2) = true), not(inf(L1,I) = true),

not(inf(I,U1) = true), not(inf(U1,L2) = true),not(inf(L2,J) = true), not(inf(J,U2) = true),

inf(select(T,I),select(S,J)) = true].

array = [array1,array2,array3,array4,array5,array6,array7,array8,array9].

/***************************************************************************/

all = [ord,nat,integeroffset,inf,array,ll,encrypt,list].

/***************************************************************************/

/* Specify the negative literal that should be selected */

/* (ordering is built-in LPO) */

select_lit not(sa(T) = true).

select_lit not(ia(T) = true).

select_lit not(eqa(T,S) = true).

select_lit not(beqa(T,S,L,U) = true).

select_lit not(bsorteda(T,L,U) = true).
select_lit not(partitioned(T,L,U,LL,UU) = true).


